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RECONNAISSANCE FOR RADIOACTIVE DEPOSITS IN THE NORTHEASTERN 


PART OF THE SEWARD PENINSULA,.ALASKA, 1945-47 and 1951 


CHAPTER A. --SWEEPSTAKES CREEK AREA ? 1945


By H. R. Gault, R. F. Black, and I. B. Lyons 


ABSTRACT 


A significant content of radioactive material 
was recognized in a few placer concentrates from 
Sweepstakes and Rube Creeks in the northeastern part 
of the Seward Peninsula, Alaska, when old collec-
tions were scanned for radioactivity in the spring of 
1945. Subsequent field investigations with a Geiger-
Mueller counter were made of the creek gravels and 
the placer-gold paystreak on the bench ground of 
Sweepstakes Creek and its tributaries, the syenite 
stock of Granite Mountain to the north of Sweepstakes 
Creek, and the creek gravels of Rube and Anzac 
Creeks which are tributaries of the Peace River east 
of the syenite stock. 


The content of radJtt ninerals in-the 
gravels and in the placer-gold " paystreak" was found to 
5dThappointfII6w. Where dncehtratioh ratios 
were betw	 ñd 169 to 1, the content of concen-





trates from the greek gravels was only 0. 001 to 0. 016 per-
cent equivalent uranium. The average content of the 
creek gravels in place is com uted as 0. 0001 	 cer
equiva en uranium. The placer-gold paystreak was 
not accessThIilace, but the content was computed 
as 0. 0003 percent equivalent uranium from the sluice-
box concentrates and tailings at Winder's open-cut, 
the only active Placer mine in the area in 1945. The 
radioactive minerals are relatively abundant in such 
gravity concentrates as the sluice-box concentrates, 
and are particularly abundant in certain size -fractions 
of these sluice concentrates. Thus the concentrates 
from the sluice-box, after screening through 20-mesh, 
showed 0. 04 percent equivalent uranium. An even 
greater concentration of radioactive minerals is ob-
tained in the "blowings," which represent a further 
cleaning of the sluice-box concentrates, one sample 
showing 14. 20 percent equivalent, uranium. 


The field investigations indicate that syenite is 
the only bedrock which has noticeable radioactivity, 
and stream concentrates that were radioactive were 
obtained only from creeks containing syenite in the 
gravels or flowing in areas underlain in part at least 
by the syenite. Crushed syenite samples from 14 
localities show a content of radioactive material ranging 
from 0. 001 to 0. 013 percent equivalent uranium. The 
most radioactive unconcentrated material found is a 
1-inch pegmatite dike cutting the syenite. The syenite 
stock is pre-Cretaceous and intrudes andesitic tuffs 
and flows that form the bedrock over much of the area. 


Two radioactive minerals have been recognized 
from the photographic effects obtained on alpha-ray 
plates, and are tentatively identified as uraninite-
thorianite and hydrothorite. Almost all of the radio-
active grains are uraninite-thorianite and only a few 
grains of hydrothorite were identified. Chemical


analysis of a concentrate collected in 1917 from 
Sweepstakes Creek shows approximately equal amounts 
of uranium and thorium, and together they form more 
than 80 percent by weight of the sample. Chemical 
analyses of 5 of the samples collected in 1945 indicate 
a uranium content of 0. 008 to 2. 17 percent. In the 
sample which has 2. 17 percent uranium, beta counts 
show 14. 20 percent equivalent uranium and the differ-
ence is believed to be thorium. 


The content of radioactive minerals in the 
placer deposits is believed to be too low for them to 
be significant as sources of uranium. 


INTRODUCTION 


A significant content of radioactive minerals 
was recognized in placer concentrates from 
Sweepstakes and Rube Creeks in the northeastern 
part of the Seward Peninsula, Alaska, when 
collections of the Alaskan Branch of the Geological 
Survey were scanned for radioactivity in the 
spring of 1945 (Harder and Reed, 1945, p. 5 and 
appendix 1)i. The location of the area is shown 
on figure 1. Only two samples from Sweepstakes 
Creek and one from Rube Creek were available. 
A sluice-box concentrate from the -Circle claim 
on Sweepstakes Creek showed by chemical analysis 
more than 80 percent combined uranium and 
thorium with the two elements in approximately 
equal amounts. 


Between Jung 28 and September 1945 a 
Geological Survey field party determined the amount 
and distribution of the radioactive minerals in the 
creek gravels of Sweepstakes Creek and its tributaries, 
in the placer deosits at the two inactive and one active 
site of gold mining in gravels on the left-limit bench 
of Sweepstakes Creek, and in the intrusive syenite 
stock that is north of Sweepstakes Creek and apparently 
is the bedrock source of these minerals. A few 
samples were also obtained on Anzac and Rube Creeks, 
tributaries of the Peace River, on the eastern side 
of the syenite stock. 


H. R. Gault and R. F. Black, geologists, and 
D. R. Loftus, camphand, comprised the field party. 
R. F. Black was relieved from duty on August 10 
because of an injury and was subsequently assigned 
to another project. The preparation of the report and 
a portion of the laboratory work were done by 
H. R. Gault. Mineral identifications and the exposures 
of some alpha-ray plates were made by J. B. Lyons. 
The work has been done as part of the"trace elements 
program of the Geological Survey. 


t See list of references, p. 31.
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Figure 1. - -Index map of the Seward Peninsula, Alaska, showing location of the Sweepstakes Creek area. 
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Location and geography 


The Sweepstakes Creek area is about 135 miles 
east-northeast of Nome. Sweepstakes Creek (p1. 1) 
is a southward- flowing tributary of the Peace River 
which in turn is a tributary of the Koyuk River. The 
main creek and some of its upper tributaries head 
against the Granite Mountain portion of the divide 
between the Koyuk basin, which drains southward to 
Norton Sound, and Kiwalik basin, which drains north-
ward to Kotzebue Sound. The headwater forks of 
Sweepstakes Creek are designated Right Fork and 
Left Fork as seen when looking upstream. Granite 
and Spi-ing Creeks are the principal left-limit tribu-
taries and a few minor streams from the north enter 
below Spring Creek. Bear Gulch is the largest right-
limit tributary although several minor ones from the 
south join lower weepstakes Creek. The main creek 
is 12 miles long and the mouth is about 5 miles north 
of the village of Haycock. Rube Creek, of which 
Farmer Creek is a tributary, and Anzac Creek are 
small tributaries of the Peace fiver upstream from 
the mouth of Sweepstakes Creek. 


Haycock is the only settlement in the vicinity 
and consists of a few houses, an Eskimo school, a 
post office, and a landing field. A small placer gold 
mine was operating between the landing field and the 
settlement in 1945. Mail, radio, and plane connections 
are maintained with Nome, and during the summer 
months there is also mailboat service from Golovnin 
and Nome on the Bering Sea. 


Tundra covers most of the area except the 
higher mountains which are covered with talus and 
frost-heaved blocks. Bedrock exposures are s'carce


and are principally in bluffs along the streams. Much 
of Sweepstakes Creek is between 200 and 500 feet above 
sea level. The heads of the main creek and the tribu-
taries are at altitudes about 1, 000 feet, and Granite 
Mountain to the north is more than 2, 000 feet above sea 
level.


From October to June the streams and the upper 
foot or two of the tundra are frozen while below that 
depth the muck and underlying gravels are generally per-
manently frozen. The placer-mining season, except for 
underground work, islimited to the summer months. 


Transportation of supplies and equipment is 
difficult at any time but particularly in the summer 
when the surface is thawed. The inhabitants of the 
region depend principally upon fully tracked vehicles 
in the summer and winter for hauling fuel and supplies. 
The natives use dog sleds in the winter. 


Temperatures are mild during the day in July 
and August. Frost can be expected in any month. The 
precipitation is about 20 inches a year but in the late 
spring and late summer rain falls on more than half 
the days. The creeks fluctuate rapidly and high water 
often adds to the difficulty of travel. 


GEOLOGY 


The general geology of the Sweepstakes Creek area 
and vicinity has been'described by Harrington (1919). 
Three types of bedrock are distinguished in the vicinity 
of Sweepstakes Creek: Tertiary and Recent vesicular 
basaltic lavas, a pre-Cretaceous syenite stock, and still 
older andesitic tuffs and flows with minor interbedded 
water-laid sediments (p1. 1). Cretaceous and metamor-
phosed Paleozoic sedimentary rocks are present farther 
south around Dime Creek. Over most of the area the bed-
rock is covered by frost -heaved blocks and finer disinte - 
grated residual material. The valley fill consists of 
unconsolidated sediments of Quaternary age.







Types of bedrock 


The bedrock of Sweepstakes Creek, except near 
the mouth of Granite Creek, of the lower part of Spring 
Creek and most of the lower part of Granite Creek, and 
of all but one of the small right-limit tributaries of 
lower Sweepstakes Creek is the andesitic tuffs andflows. 
These rocks are dark gray or green on freshly broken 
surfaces, but the weathered rock is dark brown and is 
broken into small angular pieces. Locally the rock is 
sheared and the small shear fractures are filled by 
calcite veins. The structure of the tuffs and flows is 
indistinct and the dip and strike cound not be determined. 
At a few places cleavage is faintly developed. Harrington 
noted graywacke and conglomerate along Sweepstakes 
Creek but stated that these sedimentary beds are not 
greatly different from the effusive rocks (Harrington, 
1919, p. 373). Similar conglomerate-like rocks were 
observed in the andesite at several places during the 
present investigations. 


Hills and ridges on the south side of lower 
Sweepstakes Creek near its junction with the Peace 
River are capped by Tertiary and Recent basaltic lavas 
The lowest right-limit tributary of Sweepstakes Creek 
heads in this basalt. 


A large body of syenite, intrusive into the 
surrounding andesite,-forms the bedrock east of the 
Right Fork of Sweepstakes Creek in the upper portions 
of Granite and Spring Creeks. Practically all of 
Granite Mountain above an altitude of 1, 600 feet is 
covered with talus and frost-heaved blocks of syenite. 
A few small masses of syenite beyond the margin of 
the main mass are probably responsible for large 
boulders in the creeks and on the tundra. Such Boulders 
are present near the mouth of Granite Creek and at 
the head of Farmer Creek. The syenite is gray, coarse-
grained, and in many places contains lare phenocrysts 
of feldspar. Feldspar, hornblende, and biotite are the 
essential minerals. Accessory minerals include Sphene, 
zircon, apatite, and probably very small amounts of 
one of the uranium mirerals as indicated by the con-
sistent though slight radioactivity of the crushed samples. 
Many of the frost-heaved syenite blocks, particularly 
of the porphyritic facies and the marginal portions, 
have a well-developed planar structure. 


Placer-gold deposits 


• The stream and bench gravels in the valleys of 
Sweepstakes, Rube, Quartz, Bear, and Dime Creeks 
have been prospected or mined for placer-gold (p1. 1). 
The mining sites on Quartz and Bear Creeks were not 
examined and available information is not sufficiently 
up to date to permit plotting these sites on the map. 
The sites of the old placer workings on Rube Creek 
could not be recognized in 1945. 


The history of the early development of placer-
gold deposits in the Sweepstakes Creek area is given 
by Harrington (1919, pp. 387-395). Although placer 
mining has been carried on since 1910 on Sweepstakes 
Creek, only a small amount of ground in a limited area 
has been mined. On Rube Creek little mining has been 
done since the early days when the area was the scene 
of a stampede.


Placer-mining operations have been carried on 
at three places along Sweepstakes Creek in the bench 
deposits on the left-limit. The valley of Sweepstakes 
creek is asymmetric with the creek flowing close to 
its southwest side, or right-limit, and with a very 
gentle slope on the left limit. The upper site is on the 
Right Fork (p1. 2) and was wOrked intermittently by 
Tom Moon and associates from 1910 to 1914. Another 
site near the junction of the Right and Left Forks was 
worked by Arthur Johnson of Haycock and Fairbanks 
about 20 years ago. The third mining site is opposite 
the mouth of Bear Gulch on the Circle claim where 
John Winder's open-cut was the sole active operation 
in 1945 on Sweepstakes Creek. The old open-cut 
2, 400 feet below Winder's site was only a prospect 
and no productive mining was done there. Some gold 
is said to have been taken out in the past on Spring 
Creek, about a mile below the hot springs (p1. 1), and 
on Bear Gulch, in the vicinity of the forks. 


Creek and bench claims have been staked along 
the entire length of Sweepstakes Creek and along parts 
of Granite Creek, Bear Gulch, and Spring Creek. Only 
the ground along the main creek above Spring Creek 
is reported to be held now. In upstream order these 
claims are: the Eagle claim upstream from the mouth 
of Spring Creek, the Circle claim about opposite Bear 
Gulch, the Rampart and Fairbanks claims, one unnamed 
claim between these and the No. 1 claim at.Tohnson'S 
open-cut, some claims between No. 1 and No. 9 that 
are reported held by Wallace Porter of Haycock, 
Moon's workings on claims 9 and 10, and claims said 
to have been staked to the head of the Right Fork. The 
discovery claim was at the junction of the Right and 
Left Forks just below the site of Johnson's placer. 
The Eagle, Circle, Rampart, and Faribanks claims 
are said to be association claims and, with the unnamed 
claim above, constitute the holdings of John Winder. 
According to Mr. Johnson the No. 1 claim is not a full 
claim.


Much of the information which follows on the 
depth of the valley fill over bedrock, width of the 
paystreak, and gold recovery was obtained from John 
Winder and Arthur Johnson. No records are available 
of, the results of the churn drilling that was done in 
the creek gravels and bench deposits of the Right Fork 
in the late 1930's. 


The gravel in the creek bed ranges from 6 to 
14 feet in depth upstream from Moon's open-cut, 
9 to 12 feet between Moon's and Johnson'sopen-cuts', 
7 feet between the mouth of Granite Creek and Winder's 
open-cut, 10 feet at the mouth of Spring Creek, 12 feet 
on Spring Creek, and 6 feet at the first left-limit 
tributary below Spring Creek. On Granite Creek, 
2, 000 feet above the mouth, clay is present beneath 
2 feet of gravel, and elsewhere bedrock crops out in 
the stream. 


In bench ground between Moon's and Winder's 
open-cuts there is 2 to 6 feet of muck and vegetation 
above 3 to 6 feet of gravel. Thus at Moon's site 
2 feet of overburden covers 4 feet of gravel; at 
Johnson's open-cut 6 feet overburden overlies 3 to 
4 feet of gravel, and at Winder's workings there are 
6 feet each of overburden and gravel. About 1, 200 feet 
below Winder's site at the rim of the bench the







overburden and gravel are 7 feet thick, but 100 feet 
back froth the rim the thickness is 10 to 12 feet, and 
farther up the slope the unconsolidated material thins 
and bedrock approaches the surface. The old prospect 
cut 2, 400 feet below Winder's workings shows 8 feet 
of muck overlying 12 feet of gravel. On the third-tier, 
left-limit bench, 2 miles below Spring Creek, there is 
18 feet each of overburden and gravel. A prospect pit 
on the left Emit of lower Sweepstakes Creek, 3/4 mile 
from the creek and 1/2 mile west of the right limit of 
the Peace River, also shows 35 feet combined over-
burden and gravel. The bench ground along Spring 
Creek is probably no deeper than along Sweepstakes 
Creek, at a point 200 feet upstream from the mouth 
of Snow Gulch (p1. 2) the depth to bedrock is 12 feet. 


The gravels of Sweepstakes Creek have been 
mined primarily for gold, although a little platinum 
has been recovered from Bear Gulch and the upper end 
of the Circle claim. No platinum has been reported 
in Sweepstakes Creek above that area. Moon's placer 
site on claims no. 9 and no. 10 on the Right Fork is 
reported to have been the richest ground and to have 
yielded the coarsest gold. The pay is said to have been 


Area of cut: 1,500 square feet. 
Gold recovered: 9 ounces at $28.50 per ounce 


or $0.17 per square foot of bedrock. 
Overburden: tundra 6 feet. 


gravel 6 feet. 
Paystreak: gravel 0.5 foot. 


bedrock 1.0 foot.


better on claim 10 than on claim 11 just above. 
Some pay gravel is reported on claims 6, 7, and 9 
between Moon's and Johnson's placer sites. The paystreak 
mined at Winder's workings in 1945 yielded an average 
of' $ O . 25 per square foot. "Colors" or small particles 
of gold are reported from prospect pits scattered along 
Sweepstakes Creek and pay gravel has been found in 
a few holes. During the Geological Survey investiga-
tions in 1945, colors were seen only in the creek 
gravels on a bar in Sweepstakes Creek sample Ga 25, 
(p1. 1). A few small colors were generally found in 
pan samples taken from the edges of old cuts. 


The width of the paystreak on the left limit of 
Sweepstakes Creek that could be profitably handled 
under the general mining costs at the time of opera-
tions or with available water pressure, is indicated 
by the width of the open-cuts. Johnson reports that 
the paystreak at his site is 150 feet wide and that 
poorer pay continues upstream for 400 feet, followed 
by a barren zone for 200 feet, and then by a zone sev-
eral hundred feet in length in which colors are present. 
The data obtained for the first open-cut on the Circle 
claim in 1945 are given below: 


Approximate volume of paystreak handled: 
83 cubic yards. 


Number of siuice boxes: 1 (iron). 
Number of , riffles: 8. 
Dimensions of sluice box: 10 feet x 1 foot x 


1.3 feet. 


RADIOACTIVE MINERAL INVESTIGATIONS 


Field methods 


Portable survey meter. --In the field, radio-
activity determinations were made with a portable 
survey meter designed by the Geological Survey. Only 
a minor amount of time was given to outcrop readings 
where the counter tube is laid directly against an out-
crop or boulder of bedrock, or on the gravels. Most 
of the work involved panning concentrates from gravels 
or crushing chips of bedrock for determination of the 
equivalent uranium content by comparison with a 
previously prepared standard. Gamma counts were 
made for 5-minute periods in the sequence: background, 
sample, standard, sample and background. 


Concentrates from gravels. - -The creek gravels 
were sampled by panning from 2/3 to 1 1/3 cubic feet 
of gravel to a concentrate of heavy sand. This con-
centrate was dried, usually sieved through a 20-mesh 
screen, and the minus 20-mesh material, approximately 
25 cubic inches by volume, was tested by the probe 
in a container of the same size as the standard. At 
the few sites where placer deposits were accessible, 
samples were taken from the old tailings of former 
operations, from tailings at the sluice box of the opera-
ting mine from concentrates in the sluice box at the 
time of a clean-up, from fine concentrates caught 
in the cracks of old sluice boxes, and from the pay-
streak where exposed at both old and new placer-
mining sites. Some of these samples were further 
concentrated by careful panning.


Bedrock samples. --Crushed samples of the 
syenite bedrock were generally prepared from a com-
posite of small chips taken from 25 to 30 boulders 
within an area of several hundred square feet. The 
samples from Spring Creek (see table 1) represent 
fragments collected at relatively close intervals on 
two 1/4-mile traverses along the creek. The chips 
were crushed to pass an 8-mesh screen. 


Laboratory study 


Splits of most of the concentrates and of the 
crushed bedrocj were brought back to the laboratory 
for possible checking of the gamma counts, mineral-
ogical study, and chemical analysis. 


Only a few of the concentrates have been re-
checked by gamma counts because, of the generally 
low radioactivity of the samples and the fact that the 
field and laboratory counts are in close agreement. 
Beta counts were used to determine the radioactivity 
of some heavy fractions, magnetic subfractions, and 
samples too small to handle on a gamma counter. 


Gravity and magnetic fractions were separated 
from representative samples of the creek gravels, 
sluice-box concentrates, and crushed bedrock aid in 
the identification of the minerals and to obtain data on 
the amount of heavy minerals in the concentrates. 
Three gravity fractions were prepared by the use of 
bromoform and methylene iodide: light fraction, 
specific gravity less than 2. 8; bromoform fraction,







specific gravity greater than 2. 8 and less than 3. 1; 
and methylene-iodide fraction, specific gravity greater 
than 3. 1. The bromoform and methylene-iodide frac-
tions were further separated into magnetic and non-
magnetic subfractions. 


Alpharay photographs were used in recognizing 
the radioactive minerals. For this purpose the frac-
tions are mounted in bakelite varnish on glass slides, 
polished, and exposed to a photographic plate coated 
with an emulsion sensitive only to alpha-rays. As 
these rays have a short depth of penetration, only 
those radioactive grains in actual contact with the 
emulsion produce photographic effects. The slides 
were prepared on standard glass 1. 75-inches by 1-inch 
and contain an average of about 500 grains. Marked 
photographic effects were obtained only from slides of 
the nonmagnetic methylene-iodide subfractions. Slides 
prepared from samples showing less than 0. 1 percent 
equivalent uranium showed only a few radioactive 
grains.


RADIOACTIVE MINERAL DEPOSITS 


Gravel deposits 


The field sampling showed a persistent trace of 
radioactive minerals in the creek gravels of Sweep-
stakes Creek and its tributaries and in the bench ground 
along Sweepstakes Creek. A similar small content 
was obtained in sampling the creek gravels of Rube and 
Anzac Creeks, and of Farmer Creek, headwater trib-
utary of Rube Creek. The location, concentration 
ratio, and content of radioactive minerals in percent 
of equivalent uranium of the concentrates from these 
gravels are plotted on plates 1 and 2 and additional 
data are recorded in table 1. 


Generally samples with concentration ratios 
between 45 and 169 to 1 contain only 0. 001 to 0. 01 per-
cent equivalent uranium, but the sample from Anzac 
Creek, with a concentration ratio of 90 to 1, contains 
0. 033 percent equivalent uranium. Concentrates from 
sluice boxes, with concentration ratios around 6, 000 
to 1, or larger, contain 0. 02 to 0. 095 percent equiv-
alent uranium. The highest content of radioactive 
minerals expressed in terms of equivalent urani'um is 
obtained in samples of blowings which are those parts 
of the sluice concentrates that have been further 
cleaned by panning and then have been removed from 
the associated gold by gentle blowing. The sample of 
these blowings from the first clean-up at Winder's 
placer workings in 1945 has a content of 14.20 percent 
equivalent uranium but the concentration ratio is 
computed as 900, 000 to 1. The old sample from the 
Circle claim that yielded such a high content of uranium 
and thorium during preliminary scanning of the Alaskan 
Branch collection in 1945 was probably from blowings 
rather than a sluice-box concentrate.


Bedrock source 


The source of the radioactive minerals in the 
gravels appears to be the syenite mass of Granite 
Mountain and smaller bodies of syenite in the vicinity. 
Shortly after field work was begun, the andesite bed-
rock was found to have no noticeable effect on the 
portable survey meter whereas syenite bedrock, syenite 
boulders, and crushed samples of syenite gave counts 
noticeably above background readings. Likewise, stream 
concentrates that show radioactivity were obtained 
only from those creeks which contain syenite in the 
gravels or flow in areas underlain at least in part by 
syenite. The increase in counts on syenite samples is 
greater than could be attributed to the influence of po-
tassium if all of the potassium was radioactive. 


In 14 samples of the crushed syenite the content 
of radioactive material ranges from 0. 001 to 0.013 per-: 
cent equivalent uranium. The sample containing 
0. 013 percent equivalent uranium when analyzed 
chemically showed 0. 008 percent uranium and the re-
mainder is presumably thorium if the field gamma 
count was accurate. 


Minerals in the concentrates 


The creek gravels, natural placers, sluice-box 
concentrates, and tailings contain the same minerals 
although in different proportions, and reflect the 
mineralogy of the andesite and syenite bedrock from 
which they were derived. The minerals that have been 
identified are grouped below according to their source 
and in their relative order of abundance. As the 
samples are concentrates, the percentage of heavy 
minerals is much greater than in the original gravels. 


Common minerals 


From syenite	 From andesite taff s 
and flows 


oligoclase	 oligoclase 
orthoclase	 andesine 
sodium-rich pyroxene 
augite	 augite 
dark green hornblende light green hornblende 
sphene 
magnetite	 magnetite 
me lanite 
zircon	 pyrite 


Minor minerals


I From andesite From syenite Source unknown tuffs and flows 


The natural concentrations in the gravels just 
above bedrock contain radioactive minerals in amounts quartz 
comparable to the normal creek gravels. The content biotite 
of equivalent uranium of panned concentrates corrected apatite 
for the concentration ratio of normal creek gravels is uraninite (?) 
0. 0001 percent and of natural placers 0. 0003 percent. hydrothorite(?)


gold	 calcite 
picotite 
ilmenite 
platinum• 







Radioactive minerals 


Two minerals in the concentrates have been 
recognized as radioactive from the photographic effects 
obtained on plates sensitive to alpha-rays. These radio-
active minerals are tentatively identified as uraninite-
thoranite (UO 2 , THO 2 ) and hydrdthorite(ThSiO4. 41120)., 
The uraninite -thorianite constitutes nearly all of the 
radioactive minerals whereas only a few grains of 
hydrothorite were recognized. The' uraninite-thorianite 
crystals are small black cubes, meta,mictin structure. 
Penetration twins on the (111) face are fairly common. 
The index of refraction is 2. 12 and the specific gravity, 
according to correspondence with 1. 0. Harder, 1945, 
is about 9. 2 as determined by Larsen. Hydrothorite


is a white fibrous aggregate that is faintly birefringent. 
Both minerals show a stronger photographic effect on 
alpha-ray plates than carnotite and samarskite and are 
therefore probably more radioactive than those minerals. 


Chemical determinations of urani urn
and thorium content 


Analyses of the two samples collected in 1917 from 
the Circle claim on Sweepstakes Creek yielded respectively 
42.0 and 3.8 percent uranium and 42.03 and 4.7 percent 
thorium. Five additional analyses, given below, of the 1945. 
samples were made for uranium only. The difference be-
tween the content in percent of equivalent uranium, as deter-
mined by gamma counts, and the chemically determined 
uranium is believed to represent the thorium content. 


Equivalent Chemically 


Sample Description uranium determined 


(percent) uranium 
___________ ____________________________________________________________ (percent) - 


k5A-Ga2ke lk.20 2.17 
k5A-Ga2kdcc Methyleen .-iodide fraction of sluice-box concentrates first .227 .16 


open-cut, Circle claim, 19115. 
k5A-Ga67


Blowings, Circle claim, 19115--------------------------------


Sweepings, old sluice-box Moon's open-cut, Right Fork .095 .17 
k5A-Ga86 Anzac Creek, tributary of Peace River; concentration .033 .016 


ratio 90:1. 
k5A-Ga66 Crushed syenite, Granite Mountain---------------------------.013 .008 


Concentration of radioactive minerals
in grain-size fractions 


The distribution of radioactive minerals was 
determined in grain-size fractions of concentrate from 
the first two riffles of the sluice box at Winder's 
placer. The sample, Ga88, contained about $20.00 in


gold, showed 0. 009 percent of equivalent uranium, md 
represented the concentrate from about 135 square feet 
of paystreak. The concentrate was fractioned by sieving. 
Most of the radioactive mineral isin the fraction be-
tween minus 6-mesh and plus 100-mesh, and there is 
a notable concentration between minus 20-mesh and 
plus 60-mesh as seen in the tabulation below: 


Weight of Equivalent ' Weight of Equivalent 
Sieve opening sample frac- uranium Sieve opening sample frac- uranium 


tion in pounds (percent) tion in pounds (percent) 


>0.7k2 inch-------. k.37 0.000 20- to kS-mesh-----. 5.00 0.025 
.7k2 to .525 inch 3.81 .000 11.5_ to 60-mesh-----. 1.50 .030 
.525 in. to 3-mesh 7.37 .003 60- to 80-mesh-----. .62 .015 


------'-. 3- to 6-mesh 7.13 .002 80- to 100-mesh---- . '	 .28 .012 
6- to 10-mesh 6.25 .011 < 100 mesh---------. .81 .007 
10- to 20-mesh 5.00 .015 _____________________ ______________ 


The weighted average grade of the entire sample 
is nearly 0. 009 percent; of the minus 6-mesh 
fraction, 0. 017 percent; and of the minus 20-mesh, 
0. 04 percent equivalent uranium. Another minus 
20-mesh sample of the concentrate from 
1, 500 square feet of paystreak or 83 cubic yards 
also showed 0. 04 percent equivalent uranium.


Gravity and magnetic separations 
of the concentrates 


The percentage, by weight, of mineral fractions ob-
tained by gravity and magnetic separations was determined 
for the samples shown below. The amount of the lightfrac-
tion shows the relative effectiveness of concentrating heavy 
minerals by panning and by sluicing. The bulk of the two 
heavy fractions is magnetic. 


Percent weight of concentrate 


Sample description and concentration ratio (volume)' 	 Gravity fractions1 


Light IBromoform Iodide 


Ga2kdc. Sluice-box concentrate; minus 20-mesh; Circle claim, 28.3 9.9 (M) 55.1 (M) 
19115. k2,000:l.	 Repanned. ' .9 (N) 5.7 (N) 


Gal6. Sluice-box tailings; minus 20-mesh; Circle claim, '50.0 12.5 (M) 33.k (M). 
19115 . 95:1. .5 (N) 3.6 (N) 


Ga67. Sweepings, old sluice-box; minus 20-mesh; Moon's placer 7.5 (M), lk.5 (M) 19.0 (M) 
mine. Conc. ratio large. 48.5 (N) '	 7.3 (N) 3.2 (N) 


Ga75. Sweepings, ol	 sluice-box;' minus 20-mesh Johnson's placer 7.5 (M) '19.5 (M) 47.8 (M) 
mine. Conc. ratio large. 16.2 (N) 2.1 (N) 7.0 (N) 


Ga86. Creek gravel, Anzac Creek; minus 20-mesh. 90:1----------- ----- -1.9 (M) 16.4 (M) 54.8 (M) 
______ 23.1 (N) 1.8 (N) 2.0 (N)


1 (M) is magnetic subfraccion and (N) is nonmagnetic subfraction.







Gravity concentration of radioactive minerals 


The radioactive minerals can be concentrated in 
a nonmagnetic, methylene-iodide subfraction as might 
be infered from the specific gravities and composi-
tions of the minerals. Gravity separation of sample 
Ga24dc, a sluice-box concentrate from Winder's 
placer on the Circle claim, segregated a large percent-
age of the equivalent uranium in the iodide fraction. 


Fractions


Magnetic separation of this rnethylene-iodide fraction 
yieldeq a magnetic subfraction of large bulk that con-
tained relatively little of the equivalent uranium. The 
nonmagnetic subfraction, therefore, contained the 
remainder of the radioactive material, although the 
quantity of the subfraction was too small for determina-
tion of the percentage of equivalent uranium by beta-
ray count. Results of the separation of sample Ga24dc 
are shown below


Equivalent uranium (percent) 


Original concentrate------------------------------------------------- 0.170


 Light fraction, 28 percent of original concentrate by weight .002 
Bromoform fraction, approximately 11 percent of original 


concentrate by weight---------------------------------------------- .002


 Magnetic subfraction, 9.9 percent by weight---------------------less than .001 
Nonmagnetic subfraction, 0.9 percent by weight, sample too 


small for analysis---------------------------------------------
Iodide fraction, about 6o.8 percent of original concentrate by 


weight------------------------------------------------------------- .227 (beta count) 
Magnetic subfraction, about 55 percent of original 


concentrate by weight----------------------------------------- .011 
Nonmagnetic subfraction, 5.7 percent by weight of original 


concentrate, sample too small for analysis-------------------


Recoverability of radioactive minerals 


The content in percent of equivalent uranium, 
the concentration ratio, and other data concerning the 
samples are given on the maps (pls. 1 and 2) and in 
table 1. 


The average content of the creek gravels in 
place, computed from the percent of equivalent uranium 
in the concentrate recovered (not to be confused with 
a clean, heavy-mineral concentrate) in 50 samples is 
of the order of 0.0001 percent equivalent uranium. 
Excluded in calculating this average were samples 
from areas where the gravels are andesitic and show 
essentially no radioactivity: Bear Gulch, the Left 
Fork of Sweepstakes Creek, two unnamed right-limit 
tributaries of lower Sweepstakes Creek, and one locality 
in Sweepstakes Creek below Spring Creek. 


Average pounds of concentrate 
per cubic yard---------------1.3 


Average concentration ratio 
(volume)--------------------- 71.7:1


 Average percent of equivalent 
uranium in the concentrates-- .006 


Average grade in percent of 
equivalent uranium of 
gravels in place-------------.0001 


The average tenor of the paystreak in place is 
probably 0. 0003 percent equivalent uranium as com-
puted from the amount and tenor of the sluice-box 
concentrate and 'tailings from the first open-cut made 
in 1945 on the Circle claim.. At this mine 83 cubic 
yards of gravel was run through the sluice-box from 
an open-cut area of 1, 500 square feet in which the 
paystreak comprised 1/2 foot of gravel and 1 foot of 
the underlying bedrock. The equivalent uranium in 
the concentrate from this 83 cubic yards of paystreak 
gravel, assuming that a cubic foot of the gravel weighs 
115 pounds, was only 0. 8 pound. A sample of the 
tailings from the sluice-box, screened to minus 20-mesh, 
shows nearly 0. 0002 percent equivalent uranium.


A larger proportion of the radioactive mineral might 
be recovered in the sluice-box concentrate by. more 
careful sluicing but the amount would still be small and. 
the tenor, probably lower for lighter-weight minerals, 
would also remain in the boxes. Size fractions of the 
concentrate vary, in content of eq.u-Lzalent uranium and 
screening affords a means of increasing the tenor of 
part of the concentrate to as much as 0. 041 percent. 
Panning and 'blowing" of the sluice-box concentrate 
brought the content of one sample to 14. 2 percent of 
equivalent uranium. No information is available on the 
beneficiation of the sample, collected in 1917, which 
contained more than 80 percent of uranium and thorium 
as determined chemically. 


The average content of equivalent uranium in 
14 samples of the crushed syenite is 0. 005 percent 
(table 1). The smaller percentage of equivalent uranium 
in the creek gravels is believed to have resulted from 
dilution of the syenite disintegration products by andes-
itic material, to the change in bulk volume, and possibly 
to removal of some of the radioactive material through 
leaching by surface waters. 


Uranium-thorium ratio. - -Chemical analysis 
showed 42 percent uranium and 42. 03 percent thorium. 
in the concentrate collected in 1917 from the Circle 
claim. The sample of blowings from the 1945 clean-up 
on the Circle claim yields only 2. 17 percent uranium by 
chemical analysis, whereas the beta-count showed 
14. 20 percent equivalent uranium. The remainder of 
the equivalent uranium is probably thorium. The radio-
active mineral is the same in both samples and no ex-
planation is offered as yet for the difference in the 
uranium-thorium ratio .in the two samples. 


Other deposits in the vicinity 


Only Sweepstakes Creek and its major tributaries 
were examined in detail; but the data from the Rube Creek 
and Anzac Creek area, and the general geology of the dis - 
trict,suggest that the gravels along other creeks draining 
areas underlain by syenite and the rock of other syenite stocks 
north of the Sweepstakes Creek (Harrington,1919, p1. 10) 
may contain similar percentages of equivalent uranium.
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.007 
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33 -20 .012 


Ga k3 -20 .000 


Bl 3k -20 .008 
Bi 35 -20 .005 
Ga 25 -20 .010 
Bl 36 -20 .012 
Ga k4 -20 .012 


k5 --- .001 


El 37 -20 .006 


Spring Creek (in upstream order) 
Ga	 6 -20 .007 
Bl 22 -20 .002 
Bl	 3 -20 .005 
Dl 18 -20 .oO8 
Dl 20 -20 .006 


Bear Gulch (in upstream order) 
El 11 -20 .001 
B1.30 -20 .001 


Ba20 -20 1.000 
See footnotes at the end of table, p. 10.


Table 1. --Data on samples from Sweepstakes Creek area, l945 
(for location of samples see plates 1 and 2) 


Size- Equivalent Conc. ratio Lbs. conc. Remarks Sample fraction uranium
I	 (volume) per cu. yd. 


mesh (percent)1 


Creek gravels 


88:1 31.8 Hole k, line 1. 
73:1 65.0 Hole 5, line II. 
81:1 3k.0 Hole k, line IV. 
85:1 33.6 Between lines V & VI. 
6k:l 82.0 Hole IV, line VII. 
63:1 30.0 Hole 3, line VIII. 
60:1 51.2 50 feet below line IX. 
67:1 k3.6 Right-limit line X. 
60:1 k3.0 Between lines XIII & XIII. 
83:1 31.5 Right Fork, in creek 


below line XIV. 
k7:l 67.6 Right Fork, prospect pit. 
67:1 kO.0 Right Fork, gravel bar. 
69:1 39.1 Left Fork, andesite 


gravels only. 
79:1 39.k Gravel bar. 
67:1 ko.o Gravel bar. 
63: 1 k2.6 Gravel bar, mostly 


andesite franents. 
75:1 29.5 Gravel bar. 
80:1 33.k Gravel bar, below 


Granite Creek. 
9k:l 29.6 Gravel bar. 
ll2d 2k.5 Gravel bar. 
k9: 1 56.8 Gravel bar) below 


Bear Gulch, 
3k:l 75.8 Gravel bar. 
56:1 k6.o Gravel bar. 
28:1 113.0 Gravel bar. 
5k:l k9.l Gravel bar. 
k5:l 53.7 Gravel bar, mouth 


Spring Creek. 
112:1 26.2 Gravel bar. 
135 :1 22.8 Below Spring Creek 


(p1.	 2). 
k8:l 6k.o Right-limit tributary, 


syenite gravels. 
lok:l 22.k Right-limit tributary 


ande site gravels only. 
161:1 18.2 (P1.	 2.) 
150:1 19.2 (P1.	 2 
lk3:l 20.5 GraveL bar, few colors. 
156:1 22.k (P1.	 1.) 
l2k:l 23.6 Gravel bar. 
52:1 50.2 Andesite bedrock, 


right-limit tributary. 
169:1 17.0 (P1.	 1.) 


56:1 ---- Base of cut bank (p1. 2). 
2:1 ---- Gravel bar, Snow Gulch. 


63:1 kl,7 Gravel bar. 
67:1 37.9 Do. 
k5:l	 : 5k.2 Do. 


kl:l ---- Gravel bar (p1. 2). 
80:1 ---- Right-limit tributary 


(p1.	 1). 
91:1 29.5 Bedrock in creek (p1. 2).
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Figure 2. --Sketch map of the Candle Creek area, Seward Peninsula, Alaska 


(fig. 2).	 The 10 samples from Candle Creek were made by Larsen (Harder and Reed, appendix) showed 
collected from various claims beginning at claim 6-Below, that a highly radioactive, black cubic mineral, ques-
and ending at claim 19-Above at the mouth of Patterson tionably identified as urainite, makes up the larger 
Creek.	 The location of the dredge concentrate sample part of the radioactive portion of the concentrate. Zircon 
(no. 1115), which isa composite of concentrates from and sphene, both of which may contain radioactive ele-
claims 13- to 18-Above, is not plotted on the map. 	 The ments, are also present. 	 The black cubic mineral 
dredge operating in 1945 was just below the mouth of also occurs in samples from the Sweepstakes Creek 
Patterson Creek and was working upstream. area of the Koyuk basin about 30 miles south of Candle, 


where it was ten.tatively identified as uraninite-thorianite 
(see chapter A).	 Field work subsequent to the 1945 


SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS investigations has indicated that this mineral is widely 
distributed in the northeastern part of the Seward Pen-


The equivalent uranium content of the samples 
collected in 1945 ranges from 0. 001 to 0. 025 percent. 
Radioactivity exceeds 0. 01 percent equivalent uranium 
in only four samples. The minimum concentration 
ratios for these four samples with respect to the original 
gravels range between 7, 500 and 25, 000 to 1 by volume. 
The best recovery per cubic yard obtained in sampling 
was approximately three-fifths of a pound of concentrate 
containing 0. 025 percent equivalent uranium. 


Heavy-mineralstudies of several samples col-
lected in 1945 failed to isolate the radioactive grains, 
and the identification of the mineral or minerals con-
taining the radioactive elements is still uncertain. 
Nevertheless, mineralogical examination of sample 371


insula (see chapters U, U, anu ). 


No evidence of the bedrock source of the radio-
active materials present in the Candle Creek placer 
concentrates was obtained during the brief field inves-
tigation. 


The sampling in the Candle Creek area, although 
not extensive, included all of he mining operations 
active at the time. A small area of schistose or gneissic 
rock mapped near the head of Potato Creek, believed 
to be an altered acidic intrusive rock, may be the source 
of the radioactive minerals in the Candle Creek concen-
trates. However, no samples from Potato Creek are 
available to support this hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER'B. --CANDLE CREEK AREA,. 1945 


By H R. Gault 


ABSTRACT 


A black cubic mineral, questionably identified as 
uraninite, is abundant in one of two significantly radio-
active placer samples obtained prior to 1945 from the 
Candle Creek area on the Seward Peninsula. Only 4 of 
the 16 concentrate samples collected during the field 
season of 1945 from this area contain more than 0. 01 per-: 
cent equivalent uranium. Although, mineralogical study 
of the samples collected in 1945 failed to isolate the 
radioactive mineral grains, additional search . ofth,e . 
Candle Creek area foi'.. the uraninite may bé'wa'rranted.' 


• ,',	 .	 . INTRODUCTION. ': . 	 ' . 


Preliminary radioactivity tests were made in the 
spring of 1945 on a small collection of placer samples 
obtained from the Candle Creek area, Seward Peninsula,: 
Alaska, during earlier Geological Survey investigations 
One sample contained more than 5',percent equivalent 
uranium and asecond sample contained Q.049 percent'. 
equivalent uranium (Harder and Reed, 1945, p 14, 
tables 1 and 2, appendix). On the ba.ais of these results,. 
the writer spent the last week of Tuly 1945 in the Candle 
Creek area collecting a representative group of samples 
from the placer workings along Candle Creek andits' 
principal tributaries for the purpose of determinmg the 
advisability of 'a more detailed search for radioactive 
mineral deposits in the area 


The Candle Creek area is 'a part of the Fairhàven' 
district in the northeastern corner of the Seward Pen-
insula (fig. .2). Candle 'Creek flbws northeast. andjoins.,.'.. 
the Kiwalik River at the site of the town of Candle 
The Kiwalik River continues north beyond Candle for 
6 miles to the head of.Kiwalik Bay, an inlet of Kotzebue'. 
Sound which in turn opens into the Arctic Ocean 


Candle is the chief settlement'ànd sOurce.'of"supply 
for the placer,mines in this area. Itis about 140:airlin.e 
miles northeast of Nome.' The population is small and 
consists mainly of Eskimos, some white Government' 
workers, and employees of the Arctic, Circle Exploration. 
Company. The latter company, is the main placer-mining 
outfit in the area and has been operating since 1935.. 
'The town possesses two small landing fields, and many' 
supplies are brought in by plane from' Fairbanks. Small 
boats 'bring in. supplies through Kotzebue Sound during', 
the months of J.ily and August. 	 .	 . ' 


A road leads up Candle Creek for a distance of' 
about 5 miles from the town. 	 '	 , ' , 


GEOLOGY AND PLACER MINING' 


The general geology of the Fairhaven district. 
has been described by Moffit (1905).'. Along Candle 
Creek the bedrock is predominantly a mica schist'cut


by.small quartz stringers. Small dikes and sills of 
rhyohte also cut the schist, and a few are exppsed in 
the placer. workings on the bench ground. A gneissic 
intrusive ' is mapped near the head of Potato Creek. 


Placer mining, in theCandle Creek rea has been 
carried on since 1901, when a stampede followed the 
discovery of placer gold on Jurrp Creek and the rich 
spots along Candle Creek were worked by rocker 
Gold-bearing gravels have been mined or are known 
'alo'ngthe lower 5 miles'of Candle Cree.k;along Jurnp 
'.and Patterson ' Creeks, .tr'ibutaries'to Candle Creek 


from the'wdst (fig.. .1); and in the Kiwalik River flats 
north of the town of Candle. Both creek and bench 'de-
posits occur along Candle Creek and its tributaries 
The creek gravels are worked by dredge, and the bench 
ground is sluiced with hydraulic giants The creek 
gravels are 12 to 18 feet thick and are covered by 10 
to 20 feet of tundra The bench gravels are 4 to 10 feet 
thick and are overlain by 5 to 10 feet of tundra All 


-:'of the ground is pêrmanentl frozen' a few feet beow the 
surface


RADIOACTIVITY TESTS 


Samples obtained prior to 1945 
'.field investigation 


Seven of the samples in the Alaskan concentrate 
collection that were tested for radioactivity m the winter 
of 19.44-45 are from the Candle Creek area (Harder 
'and Rèéd,' 1945). OCe:sample in that collection, no. 327, 
was not listed by Harder and Reed Some doubt exists 
that sample no. '377 'is aCtually from the Candle Creek 
area, as' a Windy Creek is not'show'C on any of. the maps 
of the: area. • The exact locations from which samples 208 


' : and 209 were obtained are uncertain, although both are 
from the Candle Creek area. The majority of these 
samples were obtained from placer mines operating 
in .1917 by G.. L.' Harrington (1919) of the Geological 
Survey while he was engaged'in investigations farther 
south... The data on these samples are given in table 2. 


'Samples obtained in 1945 


• , Data on the 16 samples collected in the Candle 
Creek ' area in 1945 are presente,d in'.talë 3. The 
.sampling ws designed to include': . 


1. All types of deposits over as ide an area as 
possible.	 •	 0"'	


•.	 •,,	 •' ,	 ' .	 :, , '. 


2. The various stages in the different recovery 
methods used in the placer-mining operations. 


Of the,16 samples,. 10 aie from the main valley of 
Candle' Creek, .'3'are from'the Kiwalik River flats be-. 
low' Candle, and 3 are from tributaries' of Candle Creek







Table l.--Data 
(for location 


Size- Equiv 
Sample fraction uran: 


mesh (perc 


C.rt 


Ga 62 --- 0.005 
Ga63 --- .003 
Ga6k --- .009 
Ga 65 --- '.001 


Ga66 --- .0l3 


Ga 78 (Bl k2) --- .008(Bl. 
Ga79 --- .009 
Ga87 . --- .006 
B119 --- .003 
B121 --- .003


'Determined in field with portable survey meter 
2 Beta count, Washington laboratory. 
80.020 percent equivalent uranium in laboratory d


I 







Granite Creek (in upstream order) 
Dl 25 -20 0.00k 
Bi 26 -20 .005 
Dl 27 -20 .003 
Ba77 --- .003 


Peace River 
Ga k6 -20 .005 


Rube Creek (in upstream order) 
Ga 85 -20 .003 
Ga 8k -20 .001 
Ga 83 -20 .002 


Farmer Creek 
Ga 82 -20 .007 


Anzac Creek 
Ga 86 -20 .033


88:1 29.3 Gravel bar. 
81:1 33.k Do. 
8k:l 31.6 Do. 
57:1 .	 ---- Do. 


56:1 5k.5 Gravelbar. 


117:1 26.2 Gravel bar. 
90:1 35.3 Stream bed. 
79:1 36.k Do. 


k3:l
	


77.Oj Stream bed. 


90:1
	


k5 .2 Gravel bar. 


Bench Ground 


Table 1. --Data on samples from Sweepstakes Creek area, 19k5 
(for location of samples see plates 1 and 2)--Continued 


Size- Equivalent Conc. ratio Lbs. conc. Remarks Sample fraction 
mesh


uranium 
(percent)1 I	 (volume) per cu. yd. 


- Creek gravels (continued) 


Sweepstakes Creek (in downstream order) 
Ga 73 -20 .00k	 . 36:1 83.3 Right Fork, drill cuttings. 


Dl 15 .	 -20 .010 133:1 i8. Gravel above paystreak, 
Winder's placer pit. 


Bl 16 -20 .007 90:1 29.6 Gravel above paystreak. 
Ed	 old cut, Circle claim. 


Bl 8 -20 .001 kO:l 62.3 Prospect pit, 2k00 feet 
below Winder's pit. 


Placer deposits 


Sweepstakes Creek (in upstream order) 
Ga 13 -20 .005 7k:l ---- Paystreak, margin of old 


cut, Circle claim. 


Ga 16 -20 .017 95:1 28.( Tailings, Winder's sluice 
box, Circle claim, 19k5. 


Ga 2kb +ll .007 k150:l1	 .	 .	 1 ----1 Concentrate from 
Ga 2kc -l1-+20 .022 k750:l	 estimatec ---- first placer cut on 
Ga 2kd -20 .oki 8300:lJ	 I ----J Circle claim, 19k5. 
Ga 2ke --- lk.202 900,000:1 ----inBlowings, Cit'cle claim, 


l9k5 sweepings, old 
sluice box, Johnson's 


4 . placer mine. 
Ga 75 -20 0.013 large	 . ---- Sweepings, old sluice box, 


Johnson's placer mine. 
Ga 7 -20 .013 112:1. ---- Edge of paystreak, 


Johnson's placer mine. 
Ga 67 -20 .0952 large ---- Sweepings, old sluice box, 


Moon's placer mine. 


Crushed syenite samples 


Ga 5	 ---	 .005	 ----	 ----	 Granite Mountain. 


Ga58	 ---	 .003	 ----	 ----	 Do. 


Ga60	 ---	 .002	 ----	 ----	 Do. 


Ga61	 ---	 .007	 ----	 Do.


See footnotes at the end of table, p. •1O. 
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Table 2.--Data on samples obtained prior to 19 145 field investigation, Candle Creek area, Seward Peninsula 


Alaskan Equivalent uranium 
Concentrate Collector content Location and description 


File no. field no. (percent) ______________________________________________________________________________________ 


371 l7AJIa Sla >5.0 Candle Creek, claim 19-Above ; mainly magnetite, ilrnenite(?), zrcon, garnet, hematite, 
uraninite -thorianite(?), and sphene. 


22 52 .0149 Candle Creek, claim 12-Above; donated by Ed. Hanson; contains magnetite, ilmenite, zir-
con, garnet, and rutile. 


271 51 .006 Candle Creek, claim 19-Above; mainly galena (coated with cerussite), chalcopyrite, 
arsenopyrite, ilmenite, magnetite, rutile, garnet, limonite, hematite, pyrite, and 
zircon. 


208 5kb .003 Candle Creek or vicinity; contains galena, rutile, garnet, titanite or zircon(?), 
magnetite, pyrite, little arsenopyrite, and very little ilmenite. 


209 514a .001 Candle Creek; contains hematite, limonite, magnetite, pyrite, arsenopyrite, galena, 
zircon, garnet (wine-colored), and very little ilmenite and rutile. 


377 --- .003 Windy Creek(?) near Candle (?); donated in 1918 by L. A. Sundquist accompanied by letter 
• of 3/9/18; contains ilmenite, limonite, garnet, and stibnite(?). 


327 --- .000 Kiwalik Flats, about half a mile below mouth of Candle Creek; donated in 1907 by 
John Griffin; minerals not identified. 


Table 3. --Data on samples obtained in 19145, Candle Creek area, Seward Peninsula, Alaska 


Alaskan 
Concentrate 
File no.


Collector's 
field no.


E. U. content 
(in percent)


Mesh 
size


Concentration' 
ratio


Location and description 


1119 145AGa 38 0.001 -20 > 10,000:1 Kiwalik River flats; reject from first jigging of dredge 
concentrates. 


1121 140 .002 -20 75:1 Kiwalik River flats; panned concentrate of sand from blue 
mud brought up by dredge. 


1122 141 .001 -20 >	 10:1 Kiwalik River flats; panned concentrate of sand from tundra 
uncovered by drag-line. 


1120 39 .002 --- 112:1 Candle Creek, claim 6-Below; panned concentrate of pay streal< 
on bench. 


1112 30 .0014 -20 100:1 Candle Creek, claim 2-Below; panned concentrate of pay strea.1< 
on bench. 


29 .003 -20 117:1 Candle Creek below Jump Creek; panned concentrate of pay 
streak on bench. 


1109 26 .001 --- 103:1 Candle Creek, claim 13-Above; panned concentrate of pay 
streak on bench. 


1118 37 .006 -20 •>	 1,000:1 Candle Creek, claim 15-Above; cleaned hydraulic concentrate 
from bench ground. 


1115 33 !007 --- > 10,000:1 Candle Creek, claims 13- to 18-Above, sample is composite 
from all claims; concentrate from first jigging of dredge 
concentrate, gold removed. 


1117 35 .003 --- 27:1 Candle Creek, claim 18-Above; panned concentrate from 
dredge tailings.


See footnote at the end of table, p. 14. 


:
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Table 3. --Data on samples obtained in 19k5, Candle Creek area, Seward Peninsula, Alaska--Continued 


Alaskan 
Concentrate 
File


Collectorts 
field no.


E. U. content 
(in percent)


Mesh 
size


Concentration' 
ratio


Location and description 


1113 k5AGa 31 0.018 -20 > lk,000:l Candle Creek, claim 19-Above; reject from first jigging of 
dredge concentrate. 


111k 32 .025 --- > 15,000:1 Candle Creek, claim 19-Above; final cleaned dredge concen-
trate from second jigging. 


1108 92 .013 Very fine-- > 25, 000:1 Candle Creek, claim 19-Above) blowings from final dredge 
concentrate. 


1110 27 .019 Very fine— > 7,500:1 Jump Creek near Candle Creek, Wm. French workings; blowings 
from hydraulics sluice-box concentrate. 


1111 28 .001 -20 > 5,000:1 Jump. Creek near Candle Creek, Wm. French workings; hydrauli 
sluice-box concentrate. 


1116 3k .002 -20 112:1 Patterson Creek near Candle Creek; panned concentrate from 
old tailings and creek gravels.


'Concentration ratio of original gravels to concentrate by volume. 
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CHAPTER C. --SOUTH FORK OF QUARTZ CREEK, 1946 


By P. L. Killeen and M. G. White 


ABSTRACT	 Location of area 


Two uranium-bearing minerals, uranothorianite 
and thorlte(?), were found in the stream gravels of 
the main branch of the South Fork of Quartz Creek, 
a tributary of the Kiwalik River. Although the bed-
rock source of the minerals was not located, the radio-
active material was traced in slope wash well above 
the stream gravel. A detailed investigation of the area 
with more sensitive portable survey meters might 
reveal the source of the minerals and localities where 
the minerals are sufficiently concentrated to be minable. 


NTODUCTION


Purpose and scope of investigation 


In ranuary 1945, the United States Geological 
Survey made a rapid survey (Harder and Reed, 1945) 
of some placer samples to determine areas for pre-
liminary radioactivity investigations in Alaska. The 
most radioactive sample was no. 342, a heavy-mineral 
concentrate from the Circle claim on Sweepstakes 
Creek, a tributary of the Peace River, south of Granite 
Mountain in tie northeastern Seward Peninsula (inset, 
fig. 3). Chemical analysis of this sample indicated 
the presence of approximately 42 percent uranium and 
43 percent thorium. In the summer of 1945 a Geo-
logical Survey party (see chapter A) visited the Sweep-
stakes Creek area to study the extent and possible 
source of the radioactive elements. The party failed 
to find a major deposit of the principal radioactive 
mineral in question, whichthey tentatively called 
uraninite-thorianite, or discover any conclusive evi-
dence of its source. However, tests on all of the 
bedrock types in the area showed that the radioactive 
material was confined to the syenite of Granite Moun-
tain.


Upon completion of the 1945 work in the Sweep-
stakes Creek area, it was decided to conduct a reon-
naissance investigation on the north side of Granite 
Mountain in the headwaters of the South Fork of Quartz 
Creek, a tributary ofthe Kiwalik River, to determine 
the possible northward extension of the radioactive 
mineralization. Results of such an investigation by 
P. L. Killeen and M. G. White in 3uly 1946 are given 
in this report. The area to the north of Granite Moun-
tain has even more uranothorianite (uraninite-thorianite 
of Gault, Black,and Lyons, 1946; and Frondel and 
Flefscher, 1950, p. 7) than the Sweepstakes Creek 
area and in addition carries uranium-bearing thorite(?). 
During the 1947 season, investigations (see chapter D) 
were extended to the syenite. masses north of the Granite 
Mountain mass to determine the possible northward 
extent of these radioactive minerals.


The locality examined is on the headwaters of 
the main branch of the South Fork of Quartz Creek, a 
westward-flowing tributary of the Kiwalik River, in 
the northeastern part of the Seward Peninsula. The 
headwaters of the branch are in the syenite mass of 
Granite Mountain. The creek gravels were formerly 
mined for placer gold. There is a short airstrip on 
the creek, and the area is most easily accessible by 
plane from Haycock, 25 miles to the south, and from 
Nome, 160 miles to the southwest. 


GEOLOGY 


The geology of the area has been described briefly 
by Moffit (1905, p. 29) in connection with his recon-
naissance of the northeastern part of the Seward Pen-
insula and by Harrington (1919, pp. 371, 372, 374) 
in connection with studies of the gold and platinum 
placer deposits in the nearbt Sweepstakes Creek area. 


The bedrock of the headwaters area of the South 
Fork of Quartz Creek consists of syenite, the Granite 
Mountain stock, intruded into a complex Qf andesitic 
flows and intrusives (see fig. 3). The syenite is 
generally light in color, and its texture ranges from 
even and fine-grained to porphyritic and coarse-grained. 
The porphyritic facies contains feldspar crystals 
almost an inch long.with a roughly parallel orientation. 
The darker and coarser syenite forms the border facies 
of the stock. Veins and dikes are rare in the syenite. 
Fragments of narrow quartz veins and pegmatite dikes 
were found in the float, but none of them is highly 
mineralized. One boulder of pegmatite found at the 
top of the north peak of Granite Mountain contains the 
heavy minerals magnetite, biotite, sphene, zircon, 
fluorite, and allanite (sample 46AWe90, table 4 and 
fig. 3). 


The andesite is green to dark green on fresh 
surfaces and weathers yellow to dark brown. No 
mineralized . zones were found in this rock, and there 
is virtually no quartz. At the outset of field inves-
tigations, the andesite was discovered to be nonradio-
active, so work was restricted to the syenite mass, 
the apparent source of radioactivity in the area. 


Except for a few scattered pinnacles, no 
outcrops of bedrock were found, but large masses 
of talus cover the hill slopes.	 The syenite 
shatters into rather large boulders, many of 
them 2 or 3 feet in diameter. The andesite 
usually breaks into relatively small angular 
pieces. 
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Figure 3. - -Geologic sketch map of the upper portion of Quartz Creek, northeastern Seward Peninsula. 
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RADIOACTIVITY INVESTIGATIONS


Field investigations


Bedrock 


A portable survey meter was used for radio-
activity determinations in the field. On all traverses, 
readings were taken at every opportunity on talus, 
isolated boulders, or outcrops of bedrock; with the 
probe lying on and covered by fresh surfaces of rock. 
No bedrock was crushed and tested in the field because 
it was decided that covering the tube with bedrock 
fragments was sufficient test of the rocks' radioactivity. 
For these field readings, rocks,were chosen that 
appeared to be representative of the type or types of 
rock in a talus or outcrop of a particular locality. 
Different types of rock at any locality were tested 
separately. 


Readings on the syenite mass are consistently 
higher than those on any of the surrounding rocks.. 
Within the syenite the background count is from two 
to four times greater than the background count on 
any of the surrounding rocks. This indicates that the 
radioactive minerals may be disseminated in the syenite 
rock, possibly in facies of small extent or in inclusions 
in the syenite. A more detailed study might reveal 
that the highly radioactive minerals occur in pegmatite 
dikes or in veins cutting the syenite. However, dikes 
and veins are uncommon on the north side of Granite 
Mountain (none were found in place), and those frag-
ments that were.tested in the field were not generally 
as radioactive as the syenite itself. Zircon and sphene, 
common accessory minerals, are radioactive but do 
not seem to account for the amount of radioactivity of 
the syenite.


Stream gravels 


The stream gravels and gravels in placer cuts 
were panned to recover semiconcentrates of the heavy 
minerals for testing. A rock mixture of known radio-
activity, in a sealed container, was used in the field 
as a standard to estimate relative amounts of radio-
activity in the semiconcentrates. The portable survey 
meter indicated 8 to 10 counts per minute for average 
background. 


Stream gravels that originate entirely in the 
andesitic rocks are essentially nonradioactive. Only 
the gravels of that part of the South Fork o.f Quartz 
Creek that heads in the syenite mass of Granite Moun-
tain showed any appreciable radioactive content. There-
fore activity was directed toward locating the source 
of the radioactive gravels of this stream with the field 
counter. Radioactivity was traced into "Syenite Gulch," 
so named for convenience of this report, a southern 
headwaters fork of the South Fork of Quartz Creek 
(see fig. 3). About half a mile from the mouth of the 
creek both uranothorlanite and thorite(?) occur in the 
surface wash on the east bank of the gulch. The min-
erals are more concentrated at the surface an1 de-
crease markedly in abundance with depth into the 
gravels. Two localities about 50 feet apart have a 
relatively high concentration of the two radioactive 
minerals. Two samples, 57 and 80, collected from 
prospect pits at these locations, represent approx-
imately the top foot of material. The heavy-mineral


fraction of sample 57 contains 0. 06 percent equivalent 
uranium and that of sample 80, 0. 088 percent equiv-
alent uranium. 


Two other samples were collected from the 
same pits at greater depth. Sample 66, a concentrate 
taken at the site of sample 57 at a 3k-foot depth, con-
tains 0.049 percent equivalent uranium in the heavy-
mineral fraction. Sample 78, from a 2-foot depth at 
the site of sample 80, contains only 0. 002 percent 
equivalent uranium in the heavy-mineral fraction. 
Search for the source of the radioactive minerals on 
all hill slopes above the sides and head of Syenite Gulch 
revealed a few patches of slope wash where readings 
on the counter were higher than average but none that 
approached the intensity of that in samples 57 and 80. 


Laboratory investigations 


In table 4 at the end of this report are listed all 
pertinent data on samples. 


Concentrates of crushed bedrock 


Four bedrock samples that gave fairly high counts 
in field readings were crushed and brought back for 
laboratory study. The highest equivalent uranium 
value obtained by laboratory test is 0. 064 percent, 
which was from sample 90, a pegmatite from the top 
of Granite Mountain. The radioactivity is probably 
in the zircon and allanite which are abundant in the 
pegmatite. The three other samples, 58, 59, and 87, 
are of syenite. Sample 87 is the most radioactive of 
the three and contains a large amount of zircon. 
Samples 58 and 59 are low in radioactivity and contain 
only small amounts of zircon. All three samples are 
very rich in sphene, which forms as much as 50 per-
cent of the heavy-mineral fraction. Possibly frag-
ments of the uranium minerals are present in these 
concentrates. No significantly radioactive vein mate-
rial was found.


Stream concentrates 


Twenty-one semiconcentrate samples were 
collected from the stream gravels of the South Fork 
of Quartz Creek. The concentrates include heavy 
minerals which originate in both the syenite mass nd 
the andesite; and they are indicative of the amounts 
of those heavy minerals present in about the upper 
2 feet of the stream and placer gravels of the creek 
(table 4). The samples were fractionated in 
bromoform or methylene iodide, and all computations 
and determinations were made on the heavy fractions 
o.f the concentrates. The average concentratiQn ratio 
of the samples from the South Fork of Quartz Creek 
is 192 to 1; the average recovery of heavy minerals 
of less than 20-mesh grain size per cubic yard of 
gravel is 35 pounds; the average percentage of equiv-
alent uranium in the heavy-mineral fraction is 0. 026 per-
cent; and the average grade of equivalent uranium in 
the gravels in place is 0. 00014 percent. 


Zircon and sphene, which are major constituents 
Of the heavy-mineral fractions, are the source of some, 
but as yet undetermined amount, of the radioactivity. 
Most of the radioactivity of the gravels, however, is 
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due to uranothorianite and thorite(?). Very minor 
amounts of these minerals are present in all heavy-
mineral fractions examined. The thorite(?) is a-
parently. somewhat more common than the urano-
thorianite. More detailed studies may, however, 
prove the reverse to be true, a the uranothorianite 
has a tendency to shatter into fine silt-size particles 
that are easily detected only after magnetic concen-
tration. 


None of the samples taken during this recon-
naissance from the gravels of the Kiwalik River trib-
utaries heading in the syenite (sample localities 67, 
68, and 69, fig. 5) contain a significant amount of 
radioactive material. On the other hand, a sample 
from the headwater fork of Cub Creek heading in the 
syenite (sample locality 70, fig. 3) contains 0. 022 per-
cent equivalëht uranium, a value of significance in 
determining possible variation in the distribution of 
radioactive material in this acid intrusive'. 


MINERALOGY 


The semiconcentrates from stream gravels were 
treated with bromoform to separate the minerals with 
specific gravity greater than 2. 8. The relative order of 
abundance of the minerals with a specific gravitygreater 
than 2. 8 in the two principal types of source rock is 
listed below: 


Syenite	 Andesite 


sphene' hornblende 
melanite light green 
magnetite magnetite 
hornblende ilmenite 


dark green, spinel 
black hematite 


zircon' 
apatite 
thorite(?)l 
uranothorianite'


t Mineral contains radioactive material as determined 
by radiometric anil chemical tests.


The black cubic uranium-bearing minerallisted. 
above as uranothorianite is so named (Frondel and 
Fleischer, 1950, p. 7) until more information is avail-
able as to whether there is variability in the uranium-
thorium content of the mineral not only in the Quartz 
Creek gravels but in other localities where the mineral 
has been found in the eastern Seward Peninsula (see 
chapter D of this report). 


No trace was discovered of the mineral found by 
Gault (see chapter A) in the Sweepstakes Creek area 
and tentatively identified by him as hydrothorite. 


CONCLUSIONS 


The reconnaissance in 1946 extended the area 
known to contain uranothorianite to the north side of 
Granite Mountain, where the mineral was found in 
stream gravels and slope wash derived from syenite, 
but did not define the mode of occurrence. 


The irregularity of the concentration of the 
,uranothorianite in slope wash and gravel appears to 
indiate that this mineral my be concentrated in facies 
or veins in the syenite, although no facies or veins 
of this type could be found because of the heavy cover 
of talus and tundra. On the other hand, the urano-
thorianite may be rather evenly disseminated in the 
syenite, and the differences in surficial concentration 
may account for the irregular distribution of the urano-
thorianite in slope wash and gravel derived from the 
syenite. 


A detailed examination of the syenite o.f Granite 
Mountain by traversing with more sensitive portable 
survey meters and by trenching with a bulldozer would 
be necessary to find the facies or veins in the syenite 
with concentrations of uranothorianité as postulated 
above and to determine if sufficient radioactive mate-
rial is present to be of interest as a primary source 
of uranium. 
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Table k.--Data on placer and rock samples from the area of the South Fork of Quartz.Creek, Seward Peninsula, 19k6 


	


Alaska	 Concen-	 Pounds	 Percent equivalent Percent equivalent 
uranium in bromo- uranium in gravels


	


Field no. placer	 Location	 tration	 concentrate	 form or methylene- or rocks inplace 


	


file no.	 ratio	 per cubic yard iodide(I)fráction _________________ 


k6AWe k9 1633 South Fk. Quartz Cr., just above Jack cabin 210:1 1k 0.011 0.000052 


50 163k South Fk. Quartz Cr., gravel from sluice 111:1 27 .020 .00018 


51 1635


box, Jack mine. 
South Fk. Quartz Cr., k000 feet S. of 58:1 52 .020 .0003k 


Jack mine. 
52 1636 South Fk. Quartz Cr., at head of placer 65:1 11:6 .013 .0002 


workings on creek. 
53 1637 South Fk. Quartz Cr., 800 feet below mouth 93:1 32 .005 .000053 


5k 1632
of Syenite Gulch 


Airfield Cr., 1 mile above junction with 69k:1 k.3 .001 .000001k 


55 1656
South Fork Quartz Cr.


25k:1 11 < .001 < .00000k 


56 1657 222:1 13 .001 .0000057 


57 16k0 Syenite Gulch, Cairn no. 1, kOO feet 50:1 59 .06 .0012 


vertically above mouth. .115	 (I) 


58 l6k2-L


North Fk. Quartz Cr., S. headwaters fork-------
North Fk. Quartz Cr., N. headwaters fork-------


3:1 ioo8 .015 .005 


59 l6k3-L Syenite Gulch, syenite with dark bands 2:1 1512 .006 .003 


60 1639


Syenite Gulch, dark syenite from talus----------


from talus. 
Syenite Gulch, 200 feet vertically above 9k: 1 32 .015 .00015 


mouth of gulch. 
61 1638 Syenite Gulch, gravel bar at foot of gulch 51:1 59 .011 .0002 


62 162k South Fk. Quartz Cr., base of tailings 137:1 22 .010 .00007 


.2500 feet below Jack cabin. 
63 1623 South Fk. Quartz Cr., 3k00 feet below tent 153:1 19 .005 .000032 


6k 1622
frame. 


South Fork Quartz Cr., k000 feet below 90:1 33 .007 .000077 


tent frame. 
65 1625 ---. .039 
66 l6kl Syenite Gulch, Cairn no. 1 at 3--foot depth 92:1 32 .0k9 .00053 


67 1650 50:1 60 .006 .00012 


68 1651
Headwaters tributary Kiwalik River--------------


58:1 52 .007 
.00k


.00012 


.000083 
69 1652


Headwaters tributary Kiwalik River--------------
k8:i 63 


70 1653
Headwaters tributary Kiwalik River--------------


131:1 23 .022 .00017 
.000018 71 165k Cub Cr., N. headwaters fork--------------------109:1 27 .002 


72 1629


South Fk. Quartz Cr., at tent frame----------------- -


Cub Cr., middle meadwaters fork at head---------


South Plc. Quartz Cr., Jack min.e---------------- i88k:i 1.6 .019 (I) .000013 
.02k 


73 1630 South Fk. Quartz Cr., Jack mine, probably Very --- Too high for deter- ----


blowings. large mination. 


7k 1658 North Fk. Quartz Cr., 1* miles above 173:1 17 .001 .0000057 


junction with South Plc. 


75 1620 Quartz Cr., kOO feet below junction of 1k3:1 21 .019 .00013 


North and South Forks.







Table k.--Data on placer and rock samples from the area of the South Fork of Quartz Creek, Seward Peninsula, 19k6.--Continued 


t\,. 
0


Field no.
Alaska 
placer 


file no.
Location


Concen- 
tration 
ratio


Pounds 
concentrate 


per cubic yard


Percent equivalent 
uranium in Bromo- 


form or methylene- 
iodide(l)	 fraction


Percent equival9nt 
uranium in gravels 
or rocks in place 


k6AWe 76 1621 South Fk. Quartz Cr., k000 feet above lk5:l 20 0.005 0.00003k 
junction with North Fork 


77 1628 371:1 8.2 .010 .000026 
78 l6k5


South Fk. Quartz Cr., Jack mine----------------
Syenite Gulch, Cairn no. 2 at 2-foot depth .31:1 97 .002 .00006k 


79 i6k6 Syenite Gulch, at top of grassy bank 83:1 36 .071 .00085 
above Cairn no. 2. 


80 i6kk Syenite Gulch, Cairn no. 2, 15 feet 51:1 59 .088 .0017 
vertically above Cairn no. 1 at surface. .27(I) 


81 l6k7 Syenite Gulch, 20 feet above Cairn no. 2 72:1 k2 .068 .0009k 
8k i6k8 Syenite Gulch, 200 feet E. of head of 50:1 60 .0k6 .00092 


Gulch. 
86 1631 South Fk. Quartz Cr., Jack mine, probably Very --- Too high for deter-


blowings. large. mination. 


87 16k9-L Not --- .058 Syenite Gulch, dark syenite from talus--------
known. (estimate) 


88 1626 South. Fork Quartz Cr., just S. of Not --- .113 
Jack mine. known. (estimate) 


1627 Not --- .0k5 
known. 


90 1655-L


South Fork Quartz Cr., Jack mine--------------


Granite Mtn., pegnatite from syenite at 55:1 5k .06k .0011 
_________ _________ Cairn, N. peak. _________ _______________ ____________________ __________________







- CHAPTER D. - -BUCKLAND-KIWALIK DISTRICT, 1947 


By W. S. West and L J. Matzko 


ABSTRACT 


Radioactive minerals are widely distributed in 
the Buckland-Kiwalik district of the Seward Peninsula, 
Alaska. Localized concentrations of uranothorianite, 
the most.important uranium mineral found, occur in the 
headwaters of Peace River, Quartz Creek, and Sweep-
stakes Creek on the slopes of Granite Mountain; in the 
Hunter Creek-Connolly Creek area, and on the south 
slope of Clem Mountain. Although the source of the 
uranothorianite and the other radioactive minerals has 
not yet been discovered because of tundra cover and 
heavy talus deposits, these minerals probably occur as 
accessories in granitic rocks. 


The concentration of uranothorianite in placers 
at the head of the Peace River is believed to be the 
only lead to a possible high-grade uranium deposit. 
At this locality uranothorianite and its alteration prod-
uct gummite, associated with hematite, limonite, 
powellite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, bornite, molybdenite, 
gold, silver, and bismuth, occur in the gravels of a 
restricted drainage basin near a syenite-andesite con-
tact. A low-grade copper sulfide lode was previously 
reported in granite near the location of these placers. 
Concentrates from these placers contain from about 
0. 2 to about 0. 8 percent equivalent uranium or about 
ten times the equivalent uranium content of the average 
uranothorianite-bearing concentrates from other lo-
calities in the eastern Seward Peninsula. 


INTRODUCTION 


Location of area 


The Buckland-Kiwalik district is bounded on the 
east and west by the Buckland and Kiwalik Rivers re-
spectively, which flow north into the Arctic Ocean and 
drain the northeastern part of the Seward Peninsula 
(inset map of Alaska, p1. 3). The area investigated 
in 1947 includes the divide between these rivers, from 
Granite Mountain on the south to Clem Mountain on the 
north, approximately 15 miles from the north shore of 
the Seward Peninsula (p1. 3). 


The area is accessible from Nome, approximately 
160 air-line miles to the southwest, by small airplane 
to two short airstrips, one located in the headwaters 
of Quartz Creek, and the other on Bear Creek (p1. 3). 
Haycock, the nearest settlement to the area, is located 
about 25 miles south of the Bear Creek airstrip. As no 
roads have yet been built in the area, transportation 
of supplies to and within the area must be done by 
tractor and sled or trailer. 


The Buckland-Kiwalik divide area is a high 
elongated partially dissected ridge of marked relief, 
approximately 50 miles long (north-south), and from 
6 to 20 miles wide. Striking topographic features of


this divide area are the terraced character of many 
of the hills and mountains, the steep-sided flat-topped 
mountains, the conical-shaped hills, and the deeply 
entrenched valleys. The highest elevation of this 
watershed is only 2, 600 feet, but the abrupt rise from 
the swampy lowlands of the Buckland and Kiwalik Rivers 
gives an appearance of great relief. 


Purpose and scope of investigation 


Radiometric examination in 1944 and 1945 (Harder 
and Reed, 1945) of a collection of Alaskan placer sam-
ples discovered several highly radioactive samples 
from Sweepstakes and Rube Creeks, south and south-
east of Granite Mountain and the headwaters of the 
Kiwalik and Buckland Rivers (p1. 3). According to 
Larsen (Harder and Reed, 1945, appendix 1), the 
radioactivity of two of the Sweepstakes Creek samples 
is due mainly to a heavy black, opaque, mineral with 
a cubic habit or form which was thought at the time 
to be uraninite(l'). Larsen later tentatively identified 
it, in correspondence with 1. 0. Harder, 1945, as 
uraninite-thorianite or a solid mixture of both. 


In 1945 a Geological Survey field party made a 
reconnaissance investigation (see chapter A) of the 
Sweepstakes Creek area (p1. 3). Although no large 
deposit nor the source of the black radioactive mineral 
was located, it was found that the mineral has wide 
distribution in placers derived from the syenite on the 
south side of Granite Mountain. Traces of hydrothorite 
also were reported in some of the samples. 


In 1946 reconnaissance investigation was extended 
to the north side of Granite Mountain (see chapter C) 
in the headwaters area of Quartz Creek, a tributary 
of the Kiwalik River (p1. 3). The black mineral 
(tentatively called uranothorianite by Killeen and White, 
see chapter C) was found to be more abundant in placers 
of this area than in the Sweepstakes Creek area, and, 
in addition, uranium-bearing thorite(?) was found. 
Again, however, the bedrock source of the radioactive 
minerals was not located, although the investigation 
suggested that the minerals might be disseminated 
accessory minerals in the syenite underlying the drainage 
area.


The reconnaissance investigation reported here 
occupied the entire summer field season of 1947. Its 
purpose was to extend the 1945-46 investigations to 
the granitic masses mainly to the north. More than 
400 square miles of the Buckland-Kiwalik district was 
examined by W. S. West and r. J. Matzko, geologists, 
and A. E. Nessett, J. I. Otoyuk, and I. E. Koinak, 
camp assistants. This work was done on behalf of 
the Division of Raw Materials of the U. S. Atomic 
Energy Commission. 
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GEOLOGY 


Prior to the recent reconnaissance investigations 
for uranium (see Introduction), the Geological Survey 
had conducted only two other investigations in the north -
eastern part of the Seward Peninsula. In 1903 Moffit 
(1905) mapped the geology of the northeastern part of 
the Seward Peninsula on an exploration-reconnaissance 
scale. In 1917 Harrington (1919) Visited portions of 
the area in connection with his investigations of the 
gold and platinum placers of the eastern part of the 
Seward Peninsula. 


The general distribution of the various rock 
formations found in the area are shown on plate 3. 
Because of tundra cover and scarceness of bedrock 
outcrops, the mapped portion of all rock-formation 
boundaries is only approximate.


however, is light-colored. As a whole this mass is 
not highly mineralized although in localized areas it 
contains an abundance of disseminated pyrite. Mag-
netite, galena, fluorite, ilmenite, rutile, and scheelite 
•are also present, but less common. Quartz veins cut 
the granitic rocks in only small numbers. 


In the course of this investigation earlier geologic 
mapping wa corrected insofar as possible, as it was 
found that the areal distribution of the granitic rocks 
is much more extensive than that indicated on previously 
published reconnaissance maps (Moffit, 1905; Harrington, 
1919).


As the granitic rocks are the apparent source of 
the radioactive minerals, this investigation was largely 
confined to the granitic areas. 


Basalt 
Undivided mafic igneous rocks 


The oldest rocks in the Buckland-Kiwalik district 
are mafic igneous rocks of pre-Cretaceous age con-
sisting mainly of andesitic tuffs and flows but also in-
cluding some basalt, porphyritic basalt, diabase, and 
gabbro. Some of these rocks have been altered in 
Varying amounts of weathering, and stresses and heat 
produced chiefly by later granitic intrusions. Many of 
the mafic rocks are cut by calcite veins as much as 
10 inches in width and scattered quartz veins, but as 
a whole neither type of vein was found to contain sulfides. 
Disseminated pyrite and pyritiferous veins, however, 
occur in andesitic rock in the headwaters of Peace 
River. Concentrates from stream gravels, in which 
the recovered minerals originally were derived only 
from mafic igneous rocks, are not radioactive. 


Phyllite 


A small outcrop of phyllite near the headwater of 
the first left tributary to the West Fork of the Buckland 
River, south of Bear Creek, is probably an outlier of 
Cretaceous(?) rocks of the same type that crop out more 
widely 4 miles to the east, beyond the area covered by 
this report.


Undivided granitic rocks 


Granitic rocks including syenite, syenite porphyry, 
granite, granite porphyry, monzonite, and monzonite 
porphyry were intruded in the area probably during 
Early Tertiary time. Field evidence indicates that all 
of these felsic igneous rocks are phases of one bath-
olithic mass and may therefore be regarded as differ-
entiates of a magma which was syenitic at an early 
stage. Several types of felsic dikes and a few small 
pegmatite dikes, genetically related to the main bodies 
of granitic rocks, were injected into the already cooled 
periphery of this batholith and into the undivided mafic 
igneous rocks. 


Throughout the Buckland-Kiwalik district and 
especially in the Hunter Creek area (p1. 3), the 
granitic rocks range from very light to quite dark in 
appearance and from a very fine, even grain to a coarse 
porphyritic texture with phenocrysts of feldspar as 
much as 2 inches long. Most of the granitic rock,


Extensive remnants of vesicular basalt flows 
signify that most of the Buckland-Kiwalik district was 
once covered by lava possibly during Tertiary or 
early Quaternary time. 


Unconsolidated sediments 


Quaternary deppsits of sands, gravels, cobbles, 
and boulders occur along all of present stream courses 
as well as in the form of disintegrated rock and talus 
blocks which are found on the tops of the mountains, 
hills, and some of the more gentle.slopes. 


MINERAL DEPOSITS 


Stream and bench gravels in the valleys of Sweep-
stakes, Rube, Boulder, Rock, Quartz, Bear, Cub, 
Hunter, Spruce, Fairhaven, Sugar Loaf, Scotch, and 
Meinzer Creeks have been prospected or mined for 
placer gold. 


During 1947 the only active placer mining in the 
area was on Bear Creek, where minor amounts of 
platinum were recovered with the gold. In addition, 
one man was prospecting on the Right Fork of Hunter 
Creek. 


The only known gold lode in the area is an 
auriferous quartz vein on a hillside between Split and 
Polar Creeks, tributaries to Bear Creek. The Beltz 
prospect on Split Creek is on a copper lode consisting 
of chalcopyrite with some copper carbonate stain in 
a quartz vein cutting andesite (Harrington, 1919, 
p. 399). Smith and Eakin (1911, p. 135) report copper 
sulfides in a pink granite at the head of Peace River. 


RADIOACTIVITY INVESTIGATIONS


Field methods 


Traverses with a portable survey meter, mounted 
on a packboard or carried by hand, were made in the 
Bear Creek and Granite Mountain areas at the start 
of the season. Results of these traverses were un-
satisfactory, however, due to the low sensitivity of 
the instrument; no well-defined areas having significant 
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radioactivity anOmalies could be detected by this method. 
Consequently, the much slower method of recording 
individual counts with the probe in direct contact with 
surfaces (freshly broken wherever practicable) of bed-
rock outcrops, talus blocks, disintegrated rock frag-
ments, and stream gravels was employed in spite of 
the fact that this meant a sacrifice in total coverage 
and the possibility of not detecting more highly radio-
active areas. 


As counters available at the time of this inves-
tigation were not adequate for a rapid survey of bed-
rock sources in an area such as the Buckland-Kiwalik 
district, much of the field work was devoted to the 
sampling of stream gravels in an attempt to get 
maximum coverage within this region in the time 
available. Accordingly, a total of 356 semiconcen-
trates was collected from stream gravels, not neces-
sarily because of the chance o.f finding recoverable 
quantities of uranium minerals in placer deposits, 
but because of the possibility that the occurrence of 
radioactive minerals in placers might lead to the 
discovery of minable lodes which could be studied in 
detail at a later date. Wherever possible each semi-
concentrate was panned from approximately 50 pounds 
of sand and gravel taken at a depth of from 1 to 3 feet 
below gravel-bar or stream-bed level, in a selected 
location where natural concentration of heavy minerals 
would occur. Thus, with the exception of three sluice-
box concentrates, all of these samples represent only 
the surficial stream gravels and sands. Each semi-
concentrate was dried and tested with the counter in 
the field to determine whether or not further sampling 
should be done on any given stream. 


Seventeen slopewash samples were also collected 
at various localities where highly weathered rock was 
exposed. Each slopewash semiconcentrat&was panned 
from about 100 pounds of disintegrated rock material. 


The location of the creek gravel and slopewash 
samples are shown on plate 3. 


Laboratory methods 


The semiconcentrates mentioned above were 
concentrated further in the laboratory by floating off• 
the light-weight minerals and rock fragments with 
bromoform (specific gravity 2. 8). The equivalent 
uranium content of the heavier-than-bromoform 
fractions (hereinafter referred to as the heavy-mineral 
fraction) thus obtained were then determined radio-
metrically. Selected heavy mineral fractions were then 
studied to determine the radioactive minerals and their 
associates. The equivalent uranium determinations 
were made by members of the Geological Survey's 
Alaskan Trace Elements Unit; the mineralogic studies 
were made by personnel of the Trace Elements Section 
Washington Laboratory. 


Radioactive minerals 


'Uranium and thorium minerals identified in 
samples from the Buckland-Kiwalik district are 
uranothorianite, thorite, gummite, orangite, and 
hydrothorite. Allanite, sphene, and zircon and in 
some samples hematite, garnet, apatite, augite, and 
altered hypersthene were found to contain minor amounts 
of uranium and to contribute to the total radioactivity


of the samples in which they are found. Detailed 
descriptions of the more important radioactive min-
erals are given below. 


Uranothorianite. - Uranothorianite is cubical or, 
in some grains, octahedral in form. Penetration 
twinning has been noted. The mineral is black with 
a submetallic 'luster, an uneven to subconchoidal 
fracture, and a sp'ecific gravity of 9. 2. The X-ray 
diffraction pattern lies between thorianite and uraninite 
but fits more closely the pattern of thorianite. A 
spectrographic analysis of uranothorianite from Quartz 
Creek shows uranium and thoriuth about equal in 
amount with no other elements detected. It is possible 
that this mineral may be uranoan thorianite (Palache, 
Berman, and Frondel, 1944, p. 621), but until further 
studies can be made the name uranothorianite (Frondel 
and Fleischer, 1950, p. 7) will be used. Uranothorianite 
is the source of most of the radioactivity in the most 
highly radioactive samples. 


Thorite. —Thorite is similar to zircon in form 
and is lustrous gray. It is isotropic with an index of 
refraction' of about 1. 86. X-ray information confirmed 
the identity of this mineral. A spectrographic analysis 
of thorite from Quartz Creek showed thorium to be 
the dominant element with approximately 10 percent 
uranium and silicon and less than 1 percent iron, lead, 
zirconium, copper, manganese, and yttrium. 


Gummite. —Gummite forms rounded and flattened 
fragments having a conchoidal fracture. It is brownish 
yellow and has a dull greasy luster. The mineral 
probably represents the final stages of oxidation and 
hydration of uranothorianite although no actual evidence 
of this has been found in samples from the area. Else-
where gummite is known to be an alteration product 
of uraninite or pitchblende. 


Orangite. —Orangite is similar to thorite except 
for its orange-yellow color. It is believed to be an 
alteration product of thorite. 


Hydrothorite. —Hydrothorite forms white opaque 
fibrous aggregates and is strongly radioactive. This 
mineral is generally considered to be an alteration 
product of mackintoshite, but the latter mineral has 
not been identified in any sample from this area. 


Allanite. —Allanite forms black tabular crystals. 
The radioactivity of this mineral is due mainly to its 
thorium content although the presence of uranium was 
detected by sodium fluoride flux tests. 


Sphene. —Sphene, which comprises approximately 
one-third of the volume of many samples, is found in 
brown wedge-shaped fragments with a resinous luster. 
In many samples the sphene gives a positive fluori-
metric test for uranium. 


Zircon. —Zircon forms square prisms and 
irregular-shaped fragments. Much of the zircon is 
colorless but pale, yellowish and grayish varieties 
are abundant in some samples. A large percentage 
of the zircon contains inclusions, some of which appear 
to be uranothorianite. 


Distribution of radioactive minerals 
Laboratory radiometric studies of the heavy


mineral fractions of the concentrates from the Buckland-
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Kiwalik district found that the heavy fractions of 225 
of the 356 concentrates taken contain 0. 01 or more 
percent equivalent uranium. Only 67 of these 225 
heavy fractions, however, contain 0. 025 percent or 
more equivalent uranium. Mineralogic studies of 
selected heavy mineral fractions reveal that minerals 
containing uranium as an impurity or as inclusions of 
uraniferous material are more numerous and have 
a more general occurrence than those minerals which 
contain uranium as a major constituent. Thus the 
samples collected within or near the limits of the 
granitic rock areas show a marked variation in their 
radioactivity depending on the presence or absence of 
more than just trace amounts of the uranium minerals, 
particularly uranothorianite. 


Data on the 67 heavy mineral fractions containing 
0. 025 or more percent equivalent uranium are given 
in table 5. On plate 3 symbols distinguish the locations 
of the heavy mineral fractions containing 0. 025 or more 
percent equivalent uranium from those containing less. 
The data strongly suggest that the major radioactive 
minerals, especially uranothorianite, are concentrated 
segregations of accessory minerals from differentiate 
phases of certain types of the granitic rocks. Whether 
the so-called radioactive accessories are all primary 
or in part of late stage or later hydrothermal origin 
is still a matter of conjecture, although the presence 
of various metallic sulfides, fluorite, bismuth, and 
silver in some of the concentrates indicates that some 
of the uranium may have been introduced after the 
emplacement of the granitic rocks. Proof of this 
through observation of actual sites of mineralization, 
however, has been hampered by the scarcity of bed-
rock exposures. 


The most important localized placer concentrations 
of the uranothorianite occur in the following areas: the 
Granite Mountain intrusive; the belt between Connolly 
Creek and Hunter Creek; and the area south of Clem 
Mountain. These areas are described below: 


Granite Mountain area 


Headwaters of the Peace River. —The most 
promising locality for the occurrence of high-grade 
uranium ore in the entire Buckland-Kiwalik district 
is situated along a headwater branch of Peace River 
in the Granite Mountain intrusive area (p1. 3). The 
mineralogy and equivalent uranium content of the heavy 
mineral fractions of three placer samples from this 
locality are shown in table 6. 


Samples 2470 and 2469 were collected in a small 
right tributary near the head of the left headwater 
branch of Peace River; sample 2468 was taken a short 
distance below the mouth of this right tributary in the 
left headwater branch (p1. 3). The stream from which 
samples 2470 and 2469 were taken does not exceed 
400 yards in length and flows throughout most of its 
course over tundra and muck. Sample 2470 was panned 
in the course of this stream at the first place where 
gravel appears below the divide. The heavy minerals 
in this concentrate (table 6), as well as in the other 
samples, indicates that a highly mineralized zone may 
occur in syenite at or near a syenite-andesite contact, 
and the mineralized zone, if present, must of necessity 
be relatively close to the sample location. The presence 
of gummite, which is somewhat water-soluble, further


bears out the belief that the minerals could not have 
traveled far from their bedrock source. The stream 
gravels just below sample 2470 were estimated to con-
sist of 60 percent syenite and 40 percent andesite. 
Although no outcrops are found within this area, th 
sampling of the placers indicates that the hihly min-
eralized zone is probably confined to an are with a 
maximum size of about half a square mile. As sur-
face cover does not appear to be. deep in this vicinity 
and the terrain is gently rolling, it is believed that 
bedrock.could be exposed for detailed study by trenching 
with a bulldozer. 


Quartz Creek. —Concentrates ranging from 0. 01 
to 0. 102 percent equivalent uranium were obtained on 
the northwest slope of Granite Mountain above the 
headwaters of Quartz Creek and the Kiwalik River 
(table 5). The occurrence of uranothorianite was traced 
higher up the mountain slope than had been done in 
1946 by Killeen and White (see chapter C). The occur-
rence of thorite in the Buckland-Kiwalik district appears 
to be confined largely to this area. No bedrock is 
exposed in the general vicinity of the sites sampled. 


Other localities. —Other localities in the Granite 
Mountain intrusive area where uranothorianite is pres-
ent in the placer concentrates collected during the 
1947 investigation are as follows: 


1. Anzac Creek, a right tributary to Peace River. 


2. Boulder Creek, a right tributary to Peace 
River.


3. Rock Creek, a right tributary to Peace River. 


4. The headwater area of the first left tributary 
to the West' Fork of the Buckland River above Bear 
Creek.


5. The area on the left side of Cub Creek a short 
distance below the junction of the headwater branches. 


6. The northeastern side of Granite Mountain 
near the head of the middle branch of Cub Creek. 


7. The eastern side of Granite Mountain in the 
vicinity of the right headwater branch of Cub Creek. 


8. The south slope of Granite Mountain above 
the headwaters of Spring Creek. 


The last area named produced the only sample 
(no. 2563) in the Buckland-Kiwalik district which 
was found to contain hydrothorite. Hydrothorite 
had been discovered at lower elevation in this 
same area in 1945 (see chapter A). 


Connolly Creek-Hunter Creek area 


Samples 2644 and 2645, which contain 
0. 125 percent and 0. 16 percent equivalent ura-
nium respectively, were panned in Muck Creek, 
a left tributary to Hunter Creek, and show the 
highest radioactivity of any concentrates taken 
in the belt between Connolly Creek and Hunter 
Creek. The minerals with a specific gravity 
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Table 5. --Data on heavy-mineral fractions 1 of creek placer concentrates containing 0.025 percent 
or more equivalent uranium from the Buckland-Kiwalik district, Seward Peninsula, 19k7 


Sample
Location


Concentration eU2 
no. ratio (percent) 


Granite Mountain area 


2kk8 250:1 0.0k5 
2kk9--- --- .029 
2k52


Anzac Creek, tributary to Peace River------------------------------


Anzac Creek, left limit-sw3----------------------------------------- --- .031 
2k63


do--------------------------------------------------------


500:1 .025 
2k6k


Peace River, just below headwater branches--------------------------
--- .076 


2k65--- --- .060 
2k66


Peace River, left headwater branch---------------------------------
do-------------------------------------------------------


--- . Okk 
2k67


Peace River, left tributary to left headwater branch---------------
Peace River, right limit, left headwater branch-sw----------------- --- .061 


2k68 850:1 .2k2 
2k69 1,500:1 .76 
2k70 750:1 .73 
2k71 --- .053 
2k72-- 750:1 .026 
2k82 700:1 .0k8 
2k83-- --- .030 
2518 k75:l .026 
2523


Peace River, left headwater branch---------------------------------
Peace River, right tributary to left headwater branch--------------


---do-------------------------------------------------------


--- .031 
252k Cub Creek, left limit-sw --- .06k 
2533


Peace River, left headwater branch---------------------------------
do-------------------------------------------------------


West Fork, Buckland River, left tributary--------------------------


--- . 0k2 


do--------------------------------------------------------
Cub Creek----------------------------------------------------------


253k- --- .03k 
2536


Cub Creek, left tributary------------------------------------------


325:1 .035 
2538


Cub Creek, high on slope of Granite Mountain-----------------------
do-------------------------------------------------------


--- .032 


2539


--do--------------------------------------------------------


775:1 .057 
Cub Creek, middle branch-------------------------------------------


do --------------------------------------------------------- .056 
25k2-do---------------------------------------------------------- .065 
254l--


do---------------------------------------------------------- .038 
25kk


-------------------------------------------


375:1 .0k3 


-


--- .0k5 
--- .028 


25k8


do-------------------------------------------------------


25k3-


25k5-
25k6-


--- .027 
25k9


Cub Creek, high on slope of Granite Mountain-----------------------


925: 1 .031 
2552


do-------------------------------------------------------


800:1 .Okl 
2553


-do-------------------------------------------------------


do-------------------------------------------------------
--- .036 


2560


Cub Creek, right tributary, below middle branch--------------------


k25:l .028 
2562


Cub Creek, right branch--------------------------------------------


do-------------------------------------------------------
do-------------------------------------------------------


-
-


--- .033 
2570


-


--- .058 
2571


Spring Creek, high on slope of Granite Mountain--------------------
Kiwalik River, high on slope of Granite Mountain-------------------


200:1 .096 
2572


do-------------------------------------------------------
do-------------------------------------------------------225:1 .102 


257k


-
-
Quartz Creek, high on slope of Granite Mountain--------------------275:1 .065 


2575 - -- .028 
2576 150:1 .097 
2577


do-------------------------------------------------------
do-------------------------------------------------------


-
-


200:1 .076 
2578


do--------------------------------------------------------
-do-------------------------------------------------------250:1 .063 


Connolly Creek-Hunter Creek area 


2607 800:1 .025 
2631 1,175:1 .028 
2632


Buck Creek, right. tributary------------------------------------------
Connolly Creek, right tributary------------------------------------


800:1 .OkO 
2633 1,050:1 .066 
263k 1,675:1 .OkO 
2639


do-------------------------------------------------------
do-------------------------------------------------------


275:1 .OkO 
26kk


do----------------------------------------------------------


Linda Creek----------------------------------------------------------
300:1 .125 Muck Creek-----------------------------------------------------------


-------
-------
-------


350:1 .160 
2659


do---------------------------------------------------------
2,875:1 .027 


2677 


26k5----------
Hunter Creek, Right Fork, right tributary--------------------------


--- . ok8 
2683


Hunter Creek, Left Fork, left tributary-------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------Spruce Creek --- .027 


2685 -----------do------------------------------------------------------- 325:1 .033


See footnotes at the end of table, p. 26
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Table 5. --Data on heavy mineral fractions' of creek placer concentrates containing 0.025 .percent 
or more equivalent uranium from the Buckland-Kiwalik district, Seward Peninsula, 19k7--Con. 


Sample I	 I Concentration I	 eU2 
Location	 I 


no.	 I	 ratio	 (percent) 


Clem Mountain area 


2728 --- 0.106 
2730 325:1 .056 


2731 do---------------------------------------------------------- .03k 
2732 900:1 .030 
2750


West Clem Creek----------------------------------------------------


1,125:1 .okO 
2752


Duck Creek, right tributary---------------------------------------


-do------------------------------------------------------
East Clem Creek---------------------------------------------------


-


2,kOO:l .030 
2753 800:1 .0115 
2755


do------------------------------------------------------
do------------------------------------------------------
-
-


3,k25:l .037 
2756


Buckland River, left tributary------------------------------------
-db------------------------------------------------------1,900:1 .027 


Fairhaven Creek area 


2800 6,875:1 .050 
2801


Sugar Loaf Creek, left limit-sw-----------------------------------


2,525:1 .026 
2805


Sugar Loaf Creek--------------------------------------------------
2,000:1 .025 


2806 1,275:1 .025 
2815


do------------------------------------------------------
do------------------------------------------------------
-
-


--- .026 
2819


Fairhaven Creek., left tributary-----------------------------------
Scotch Creek--------------------------------------------------------- .030 


Greater than 2.8 specific gravity. 
'Equivalent uranium. 	 . .. 
'sw indicates concentrate was obtained from slopewash rather than creek gravels. 


Table 6.--Mineralogy and equivalent uranium content of three concentrate samples from gravels in 
the headwaters of the Peace River, Seward Peninsula, 19k7 


Estimated volume percent of minerals present 


Minerals Sample Sample Sample 
2470 2k69 2k68 


(eU 0.73)' (eU 0.76)' (eU 0.2112)' 


11-0 X2 50 
20 X 1 
10 - tr 
13 X 7 
6 x k 


Sphene------------------------------------------


tr3 - - 


Garnet------------------------------------------


tr - - 


Hornblende --------------------------------------
Augite ------------------------------------------


- X tr 


Zircon------------------------------------------


Hypersthene------------------------------------- - X - 


Thorite-----------------------------------------
Wollastonite------------------------------------


- - 1 
- - tr 


Apatite-------------------------------------------
Powellite---------------------------------------


- x - 


Epidote-----------------------------------------


1 - tr 
1 - - 


Spinel------------------------------------------
Picotite----------------------------------------


1 X tr 
- - tr 


Ilmenite----------------------------------------


Magnetite--------------------------------------- - - 12 
tr .	 - - 
- x - Corundum----------------------------------------
2 X tr 


tr - . - 


Hematite----------------------------------------
Limonite----------------------------------------


Pyrite---------------------------------------- 3 x 25 


Chromite ----------------------------------------


Chalcopyrite------------------------------------1 X - 


Uranothorianite---------------------------------


Bornite tr - - 


Gummite-----------------------------------------


- - tr 
-----------------------------------------


tr x - 
Molybdenite-------------------------------------
Gold--------------------------------------------


tr - - Silver------------------------------------------
Bismuth-----------------------------------------tr - - 


'Equivalent uranium content in percent. 
- 'X indicates presence of mineral in sample, amount not determined. 
'tr -	 trace.
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greater than 2. 8 in these two samples are listed below 
in order of decreasing abundance. 


Garnet Powellite 
Hornblende Ilmenite 
Augite Hematite 
Sphene Limonite 
Zircon Magnetite 
Epidote Uránothorianite 
Apatitè Pyrite 
Scheelite


The u.ranothorianite in the above list contains most 
of the radioactive elements in the two samples. Urano-
thorianite was also found in samples 2633 (0. 066 per-
cent equivalent uranium) and 2634 (0040percent equiv-
alent uranium) in the headwater area of the first 
right tributary to Connolly Creek above the latterts 
mouth at Hunter Creek; and both uranothorianite and 
gummite were identified in sample 2865 (0. 033 per-
cent equivalent uranium) in the headwaters of Spruce 
Creek, a left tributary to the Left Fork of Hunter Creek. 
No bedrock outcrops were found in the vicinity of any 
of these samples. 


Clem Mountain area 


Sample 2728 (0. 106 percent equivalent uranium) 
is the most radioactive sample from the area immedi-
ately south of Clem Mountain (p1. 3). It was taken at 
shallow depths near the head of West Clem Creek, a 
right tributary to Duck Creek. Other than sphene and 
zircon, uranothorianite is the only radioactive min-
eral in this sample. Sample 2730 (0.056 percent equiv-
alent uraniurh), taken on the second right tributary 
to Duck Creek above West Clem Creek, and samples 
2752 (0. 030 percent equivalent uranium), 2753 
(0.045 percentequlvalent uranium), and 2754 (0. 019 per-
cent equivalent uranium) collected in the headwaters 
of East Clem Creek, a tributary to the Buckland River, 
were the only other samples in this area in which urano-
thorianite was identified. A trace of thorite was found 
also in sample 2752. Because of the depth of snow


cover and the arrival of the freeze-up, field work had 
to be terminated in this area south of Clem Mountain 
before this phase of the investigation could be com-
pleted.


Other areas 


The only other known occurrence of uranotho-
rianite in the Buckland-Kiwa.lik district outside of the 
general boundaries of the three major areas discussed 
above is in sample 2788 (0. 014 percent equivalent 
uranium) which was collected in the headwater of 
Meinzer Creek, a left tributary to Fairhaven Creek. 
In the same general area a trace of orangite was 
identified in sample 2801 (0. 026 percent equivalent 
uranium) which was panned in Sugar Loaf Creek, a 
left tributary to Fairhaven Creek, and thorite was 
found in sample 2802 (0. 023 percent equivalent uranium) 
from the same stream. 


CONCLUSIONS 


Although radioactive minerals are widely dis-
tributed in the Buckland-Kiwalik district, the more 
important of these minerals, such as uranothorianite 
and thorite, occur for the most part in rather well 
defined placer zones within the granitic rock areas. 
It is believed, therefore, that these latter minerals 
are segregated accessories iti differentiate phases 
of the granitic rocks. However, the presence of 
various metallic sulfides, fluorite, bismuth, and 
silver along with the uranothorianite in a number of 
the concentrates suggests that some of the uranium 
may have been introduced after the emplacement of 
the granitic rocks during a period of hydrothermal 
alteration. 


The local concentration of uranothorianite in the 
placers at the head of Peace River is believed o be 
the best lead to a possible high-grade uranium lode 
deposit on the basis of equivalent uranium content and 
mineral association. 
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CHAPTER E. - -HEADWATERS OF THE PEACE RIVER, 1951 


ByW. S. West 


ABSTRACT 


Reconnaissance in 1947 found uranothorianite and 
gummite associated with copper sulfides, iron oxides, 
molybdenite, gold, silver, bismuth, and thorite in 
placers of a headwater tributary of the Peace River in 
the eastern part of the Seward Peninsula, Alaska. The 
concentrates from these placers contain as much as 
about 0. 8 percent equivalent uranium, or about ten 
times the equivalent uranium content of the average 
uranothorianite -bearing concentrates from other, placers 
in the eastern Seward Peninsula. 


Brief radiometric reconnaissance early in the 
summer of 1952 failed to locate the bedrock source of 


inera	 ad 5f the Peace River, 
of widespread 


unracover.	 e samp es obtained in1952 indicate 
the prsence of galena, sphalerite, pyrrhotite, covellite, 
and fluorite in addition to the minerals reported in the 
results of the 1947 reconnaissance. In these samples 
the intimate association of pyrite, sphalerite, chalco-
pyrite, and galena in discrete grains in the placers, 
but not in the granite country rock,' indicates a possible 
lode source for the sulfides. Gummite, believed to be 
a decomposition product of the uranothorianite, occurs 
in mineral grains with tetradymite, galena, and pyrite; 
this also suggests that the uranium minerals occur 
along with the sulfides in a lode deposit, possibly a 
vein, which is located somewhere in an area of about 
one-half square mile lying upstream from the topo-
graphically highest placer sample. 


INTRODUCTION 


Reconnaissance for radioactive deposits in the 
Buckland-Kiwalik district (p1. 3) of the Seward Peninsula, 
Alaska, in 1947 (see chapter' D) found significant amounts 
of uranothorianite in concentrates from placers in the 
headwaters of the Peace River (p1. 3 and fig. 4). These 
concentrates contain from about 0. 2 to about 0. 8 per-
cent equivalent uranium or about 10 times the equivalent 
uranium content of the average uranothorianite-bearing 
concentrates obtained at other localities in the eastern 
part of the Seward Peninsula. In addition to urano-
thorianite these concentrates contain gummite, ,thorite, 
hematite, limonite, powellite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
bornite, molybdenite, gold, silver, bismuth, and other 
heavy minerals—the last, for the most part, are common 
accessory minerals of granitic rock (see chapter D). 
The gummite is probably an alteration product of the 
uranothorianite. The placers from which these con-
centrates were obtained lie near a granite-andesite 
contact in a restricted drainage basin. The locations 
of the samples were such as to limit the source area 
of the radioactive minerals to a maximum size of about 
one-half square mile. The presence of gummite, which. 
is somewhat water soluble, further bears out the belief 
that the heavy minerals in these placers could not have


traveled far from their bedrock source. A low-grade 
cOpper sulfide lode has been reported (Smith and Eakin, 
1911, p. 135) in granite also in the headwaters of the 
Peace River. 


For about one week early in the summer of 1952 
Walter S. West, geologist, and'Arthur E. Nessett, 
camp assistant, conducted a brief reconnaissance in 
the headwaters of the Peace River in an attempt to 
discover the bedrock source of the uranothorianite and 
associated sulfide minerals. Radiometric traverses 
in the area were made with a 2- by 20-inch gamma 
tube attached to a commercial model of a portable 
survey meter. Trenches_and gpitswere'dugby 
hand to expose bedrock for further radiometric tests 
and collection of samp , . This work was done on 
behalf of the Division of Raw Materials of the U. S. 
Atomic Energy Commission. 


GEOLOGIC STTII\IG 


The bedrock in the headwaters of the Peace River 
consists of andesitic rocks of pre-Cretaceous age, and 
granitic rocks and dikes of Early Tertiary age (fig. 4). 
The formation contacts shown on figure 4 are only 
tentative as much of the area is covered by tundra. 
It is evident that the Peace' River tributary, which 
contains the more radioactive placers, flows across 
or near an andésite-granite contact, because both 
rock types occur in about equal amounts in the creek 
gravels (see chapter D). 


Much of the headwaters area of the Peace River 
is covered by tundra. Because heavy mechanical 
trenching equipment was not available during the period 
of this reconnaissance in 1951, atotaLj6t9ts 
or trenches, ranging in depth from 1- to 8 feet were 
dug by hand in an effort to expose 
ination.	 in oiiy four of the pits; 
in the remainder 
frozen ground prevented the exposure of bed"Fk. 


The granite exposed in the four pits is highly 
weathered. Networks of heavily Iron-stained veins 
with a maximum width of 3/4 inch are prominentj 
granite of two of the pits. 


RADIOMETRIC AND MINERA LOGIC STUDIES 


Radiometric traversing in the headwaters of the 
Peace River was found to be impractical because the 
rather widespread tundra cover effectively shields 
any possible radiation from underlying rocks. The 
description and radioactivity of the samples taken 
from the testpits mentioned above are presented in - 
table 7; the locations of these samples are indicated 
on figure 4. The mineralogic composition of the sam-
ples is given in table 8. The radioactive minerals in 
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Figure 4. --Sketch map of the headwaters of the Peace River, Seward Peninsula, Alaska 


the concentrates from the creek gravels (samples 
2469, 2470, and 4059) are uranothorianite, gummite, 
thorite, sphene, and zircon. 


In sample 4059 some of the sulfide mineral 
grains are intergrowths of galena, sphalerite, 
chalcopyrite, and pyrite. In a few grains gummite 
appears to be intergrown with either tetradymite, 
or pyrite, or galena. 


CONCLUSIONS 


The brief reconnaissance in 1952 failed to 
find the source of the uranothorianite and asso-
ciated sulfide minerals which occur in the placers 
of one of the headwater tributaries of the Peace 
River.	 However, the additional mineralogic data - 
obtained support an hypothesis that the major 
radioactive minerals in these placers, namely 
uranothorianite and gummite, have their ultimate 
source in a lode within a restricted drainage 
basin above the highest point of the placers 
sampled. The mineralogic data, and the conclusions


drawn therefrom, in support of the lode hypo-
thesis are as follows: 


1. The occurrence of sphene and zircon, but 
not uranothorianite, gummite, and thorite, in the heavy 
mineral.suites of the granite samples; this tends to de-
emphasize the theory that the uranothorianite is an 
accessoryiial i gramte,at least in theiinity 


thëPeàce River. 


2. The presence of intergrowths of galena, 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite as discrete min -
eral grains in the placers, but not in the granite country 
rock, suggests a vein source for these minerals. 


3. The intimate relationship of gummite with 
such minerals as pyrite, galena, and tetradymite leads 
to the belief that the uranothorianite, from which the 
gummite was probably derived, occurs in a lode de-
posit, possibly a vein, in association with the various 
sulfide minerals. However, the possibility exists 
that other primary uranium oxide minerals may occur 
in the area, as gummite is known elsewhere as an 
alteration product of uraninite or pitchblende. 
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Table 7. --Description and equivalent uranium content of samples taken in the vicinity of the head-





waters of the Peace River, Seward Peninsula 


Sample	 eU' content 
no.	 Description	 (percent) 


2k69	 Concentrate from stream gravel (obtained by panning and further concen-
trated in laboratory with bromoforrn--sp gr 2.8).. 	 0.76 


2k70 -------do--------------------------------------------------------------------- ,73 
ko5k	 Weathered iron-rich vein material with some granitic wall rock, weathered 	 .00k 
k056 ---------do---------------------------------------------------------------------.005 
k059	 Concentrate from stream gravel (obtained by panning)--------------------------- .25 
ko6o	 Granite, weathered---------------------------------------------------- 	 .006 
k063 - ----------do-------------------------------------------------------------------- .003 


teU-equivalent uranium; analyses of samples made by members of the Alaskan Geology Branch, Trace Elements Unit. 


Table 8. --Mineral composition of heavy-mineral fractions of samples taken in the vicinity of the 
headwaters of the Peace River, Seward Peninsula. 


[Heavy.mineralj fractions of samples 2469 and 2470 are greater than 2.8 sp gr; those of samples 4054, 4056, 4059, 4060, and 4063 are greater than 3.3- sp gr. 
Analyses of samples 2469 and 2470 previously reported (in chapter D); other analyses by the author] 


Minerals


Sample 
2k69


Sample 
2k70


Sample 


ko5k
Sample 
k056


Sample 


k059
Sample 


ko6o
Sample 


ko63 


Estimated volume percent of minerals present 


-- 10 -- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- tr 


Augite-----------------
Biotite----------------


-- tr -- --. -- -- --Bismuth----------------
Bornite------------------ tr -- -- -- -- --


X 1 1 -- -- 1 -- --
-- tr -- -- -- -- --Chromite---------------


Covellite---------------- -- -- -- tr -- --
X .	 -- -- -- 2 -- ---- -- -- -- -- tr --


Galena------------------- -- tr 2 tr -- --
X kO -- -- 30 -- 6 
X tr -- -- tr -- --


Gummite---- ------------- tr -- -- tr -- --


Chalcopynite-.----------


X 1 2 -- tr tr --
Hornblende-------------x 20 -- -- -- -- --
Hypersthene------------X -- -- - - -- -- --


Garnet-----------------


-- 1 -- -- tr -- --
-- -- 5 tr tr -- --
-- -- 60. 15 k5 60 
-- -- -- - 2 -- --


Fluorite---------------


Picotite---------------.-- 1 -- -- -- -- --


Epidote----------------


Olivene ----------------


.	 -- -- -- -- 1 -- --


Hematite---------------


X 3 20. 50 tr tr 


Gold-------------------


-- -- -- -- 1 -- 3 
-- -- 10 -- .	 15 30 10 


Ilmenite---------------
Magnetite--------------


-- -- 1 1 -- tr 2 


Limonite---------------


-- tr -- -- -- -- --


Pyrrhotite-------------


-- -- -- -- tr -- --


Powellite--------------
Pynite-----------------


Rock minerals2---------
Scheelite--------------


X 13 2 2 15 20 . 20 
X -- -- -- 2 -- --


Silver-----------------


Spinel-----------------
-- -- tr -- tr tr tr 


Sphalerite-------------
Sphene-----------------


Tetradmite------------
-- tr -- -- tr -- --


Uranothorianjte- X 2 -- -- 1 --


Thorite---------------


-- tr -- -- -- .	 -- --Wollastonite-----------
Zircon-----------------X 6 tr tr 11 5 --


1 X indicates mineral present, amount not determined. 
2 Mostly augite and horublende, may include some hypersthene.
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4. The known occurrence of metalliferous lodes 
(see chapter D) both near the head of the Peace River 
and in the valley of Bear Creek, a few miles to the 
north, indicates that lode concentrations of ore mm-
erals other than those with uranium and thorium have 
formed in the area and that it is conceivable the urano-
thorianite and gummite are associated in a lode de-
posit with the copper and other sulfides at the head of 
the Peace River.


parallel to the strearnflow, beginning at the downstream 
end of the 500-foot interval. Should a lode source of 
the radioactive minerals be located, and should its 
size and grade at the surface be of such to warrant 
additional investigation, underground exploration, such 
as diamond drilling or exposing by shaft-sinking, would 
of course be necessary. 


LITERATURE CITED 


RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROSPECTING 


To prospect further for a possible lode source of 
the radioactive minerals found in placers near the head 
of the Peace River in the eastern part of the Seward 
Peninsula, the following steps are suggested: 


A series of short bulldozer trenches should be 
cut across the main drainage line of the right tributary 
of the left headwater branch of the Peace River. The 
trenches should be cut into bedrock at right-angles to 
the streamflow and spaced at intervals of about 500 feet 
upstream beginning at the location of sample 4059 
(fig. 4). Similar concentrates should be taken from the 
gravels directly overlying the bedrock, that is, the 
same vOlume of gravels should be concentrated to 
equivalent smaller volumes. These concentrates should 
then be examined both radiometrically and mineralogically, 
in order to determine between which two 500-foot trenches 
the source of the uranothorianite, ummite, and sulfide 
minerals occurs. The bedrock in each of the trenches 
should also be checked for radioactivity to determine 
whether a trench has exposed, by coincidence, the 
possible lode source. 


If the source of the radioactive minerals can be 
narrowed down to the 500-foot interval between two 
trenches, the trenching plan to be followed would be 
such as to narrow down the location still further, possibly 
by additional short trenches perpendicular to the stream-
flow or by cutting one long trench along the creek bed
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John H. DeYoung, Jr. 


22Aug77 


• Summary of DIVIEA 
37)45 file 


Location: Candle quad, Alaska; at head waters of Peace River about 8 km 


ENE of Granite Mtn. 


Commodity: Uranium 


Property name(s): U No. 1-7 claims; Radium Gulch 


Operator: C.A. Smith, •seven claims staked around two claims of Munz on 
Radium Gulch. 


Geo1oy:	 Report by W.S. West from USGS Circ. 250 (1953) attached. 


History: First application to DMEA on 17 Mar 55. Request was for a 


$25, 000 program of trenching and drilling to find source of 
placer concentrations of uranium or uranium equivalent. Program 
was based on West's suggestion in USGS Circ. 250. Application 


denied on 2 May 1955. 


Resource information: Possibility of urnaium minerals in metalliferous 
vein-type deposits in area suggested by West, but no 


•	 estimates of quantity of mineralization are available. 


Reference: Report by West in USGS Circ. 250 (attached).
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


•	 DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTQN.25, D.C. 


)1r C A	
MAY -2 1955 


•	 Raycock, Alaska, Via No


surname 


Re: Docket No.	 A'371 (Uranium) 
U )Ios. I to 7 inclusive, claims 
near head of Peace River, in the 
(p. NII. Recording Dstrtt Al;ka 


Your application, for aid in an axplor*tion project and other 
data available to us in Washington concerning your above-named property 
have been 'reviewed. 


Pz'ojecta *ppioved by the Defense Mine alj' Expiration Ad*jn• 
istration sast, in its judgment, show definite promise of yielding 
saterials of acceptable grade in quantities that wiU significantly 
iiçrov. the nd.neral supply position for the )ational Defense Program.' 


Careful study of all our information, aitkø*igh noting :5 
small amount of uranium ineralisatjon on our property, indicates to 
us that the probability of disclosing minable ore reserves by your pz'o" 
posed program is not sufficiently promising to justify Govern*ent 
participation. We regret to advise you, under these circumstances, 
that your application for expicration assistance is denied. Such denial, 
however, is made without prejudice. In the event that specific geologic 
data of a fa'vcrsble nature are disclosed through limited trenching or 
test pit work on your part, we shail be pleased to consider a new appli 


•	 catcn.'	 .•	 • 


• • • We wish to thank you for your inte eat in the bsfenae 1incrals 
•	 Program and for bringing your property to our attention. • 


Sincerely yours, 


C 0 Mittefld0 


• •	 '	 •	 •	
'• •Adajnjstratj"	 •..' 


FMNt.irphy:am 


cc to: Adrnr'ieading File 
Operating Cornndttee 


•	 • Docket


•Nes sr s J ,2.Cráwford, Rm. 36L1.l •' • 


	


•	 ,tL,K.ilsgaard,Rrn,22I. 
•J.O,Hosted,Rm,3210,GSA 


•	 Code 700	 , •	 .'	 •	 •	 ' 


	


•	 •	 1'. Iirphy •	 •• 


	


Dj	 Field Team, Region I, Alaska k)istrict (2







F	 Surname 700 


UNI TED STATES
DEPARTMENTOFTHE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


\	 WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 


Nationaa xplcr*tiö Cosny 
c/o 0eong ering \ 


•	 3ONainStreet	 'O• 


Grand Junction, Co1cract
Re: Docket No. DA.'375l (Uraniu*) 


Bog and Hope Qrop 
San Ktçiel Gounth C$o•rado 


G.ntleien:


ble have reviewed you *pplication for aid in an exploration 
pro3oct and have concluded tha it contains insufficient infornation of 
a favxr*ble nature to justify fther processing at this tine. 


We note particularly tt the presence	 itetget 
areas on the prcpet basDQteeI estabLinhed.1 There are no exposureZ\ 


oIki j 	 sight yield favcrable geological,) 
n1ornati.o*,) and the favcrable Salt i**Sb aeier of the Ilorrison ferastion 


ii ecYet*t a considerable thickn.s1\ot Brshy Basin esdinents. 


• Under these cireunstancee you y wish to drill a few pro-
lininary djanond-drill holes for your oun '*count in order to gcurs 
nre coneluive evidence of the presence of ineralisation or of the 
"patches of favorahie ground" described in y application. .. 


Pending word fran you in this regard shall hold your appli-' 
cation in abeyance. Howevor, it w aid be apprecited if you would 
advis. us as soon as possible whether or not it isour intention to do 


ch prelininary work as it would not be possible fó* us to hold your 
application in abeyance indefinitely. 


Sincerely yours, 


rnest Wa. Ellis, Chief 
Rar. and MisceUaneoue 


•	 .	 Metals Diviiiø	 •	 • • • 


JChing:am	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 • • 
•	 • L..-25-55	 •	 . 


dc to: Ldiir. Reading File •	 .	 • 
Docket	 .	 •. 


•	 • .	 I4essrs, J i. Crawford, Rm 36L1.l 	 • 
T. H Kiilsgaard,Rm22!.	 .	 • • 


•	 . •	 .J• 0 Hosted,Rm..3210,GSA' 	 .	 .	 • 1 
•	


Code 700.	 • 


1'. Uhing	 •	 .	 .. 
DIA Field Team, Region 111(2)	 •	 • .	 .
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Docket cop 


April 22, 1955 


Summary or Proposed Project 


Object:	 Denial of application for an exploration project. 


Docket No,:	 DME.37J45 


Commodity:	 Uranium 


Applicant:	 C. A, Smith 
36 Eddy Street 
San Francisco 2, California 


Property:	 Owner seven (7) lode claims near head of Peace River, 
a tributary of Koynk River, in the Cape Nome Recording 
District, Alaska, Claims U. No. 1 to U. No. 7, 


Date of 
Application: March 17, 1955 


.Amount of 
Application: $25,000.. 00 


Work 
Proposed:	 Bulldozer trenching 


2 months Phase 1	 $15,800.00 
Diamond drilling 


500 feet - Phase 2	 $ 9,200.00 


The work proposed is a continuance of the reconnais-
sance work done in this area by the Geological Survey 
and reported in Geological Survey Circular 250, 
"Reconnaissance For Radioactive Deposits in the North-
eastern Part of the Seward Peninsula Alaska, 19Li5-47 
and 1951," by H. R. Gault, P. L. Killen, W. S. West, 
end others, 


Geologic Setting (excerpts from above circular): 


The bedrock in the headwaters of Peace River consists 
of andestic rocks of pre .-Cretaceous ace, and gradtic 
rocks and dikes of early Tertiary age. 


Concentrates of the placer gravel in the subject 
area contained as much as 0.8 percent equivalent 
uranium, In an endeavor to find the source of the







u.raniu.m, during their 1951 reconnaissance, the 
U, S. Geological Survey dug 16 trenches or test 
pits by hand. Samples of the rock taken from the 
cuts were concentrated and assayed, Reports show 
0.003 to 0.76 percent U308 for the concentrates. 
However, no economical lode was found. 


On page 31 of the above-quoted Circular, "Recominenda-
tions for Prospecting" are given. The subject 
application is based on this recommendation, 


Commodity Committee Members' Comments: 


ti, 5, Geoloica]. Survey 


E, L, Newcomb, April 12, 1955, in part states: "The 
preposed work is essentially prospecting based on 
recommendations of U. S. Geological Survey Circular 
25 0 , Other than references made to this Circular, 
there is no information in the application which 
indicates that sufficient prospecting has been done 
to justify DMEA exploration assistance," 


recommend the applicant's proposal be denied, If 
further prospecting by the operator locates the 
source of the placer material then a new application 
should be submitted with all the necessary pertinent 
data on the nature of the "lode" deposits, 


U, S. Bureau of Mines 


J. E. Crawford, April 20, 1955, in part states: 
"Mr. Hosted and I suggest that the application be 
denied, unless the applicant can provide additional 
substantiating information. The mineralization is 
apparently from placer deposits, the origin of which 
are not known. No analyses of sample material from 
the claims are included in the application, nor is 
there any indication of the extent of the mineralized 
area." 


Rare and Miscellaneous Metals Division - F. M. Murphy, April 22, 1955 


We concur with the Commodity Members in recommending 
the subject application should be denied without 
pre/ju.dice.


-2-







r


We have not written to the applicant requesting 
additional information because we believe that, 
other than the U.. S. Geological Survey Circular 
250, the applicant has no additional data to 
present, Judging from the application, Mr. Smith 
has not done any actual prospecting work on the 
property insofar as the location Of the inferred 
uranium—bearing source is concerned. 


rnest Win. Ellis, Chief 
Rare and Miscellaneous 
Metals Division
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOA 
BUREAU OF MINES 


WASHINGTON 25. D. C.


r-''-----	
(1 


cco	 C?O 


2?1 95 


April20, 19% 


Memoranduin 


To:	 Ernest William Ellis, DMEA Member 
Uranium Commodity Committee 


From:	 Bureau of Mines Member 
Uranium Commodity Committee 


Subject: DMEA Docket 37t5, C. A. 8mith, U No. claims, Cape None 
district, Alaska 


I have reviewed the application of C. A. Smith, DNEA 
Docket 37IS, and I have discussed it with Joseph 0. Hosted, 
Washington representative of the Atomic Energy Commission. 


Mr. Hosted and I suggest that the application be denied, 
unless the applicant can provide additional substantiating informa.. 
tion. The mineralization is apparently from placer deposits, the 
origin of which are not known. N0 analyses of sample material from 
the claims are included in the application, nor is there arr indi-
cation of the extent of the mineralized area. 


Bureau of Mines personnel in Alaska recently collected 9 
samples in the Radium Gulch area, and 3 of these samples contained 
considerable radioactivity. The samples, placer concentrates, were 
submitted for analysis by R. R. Wells, Alaska District, Region I, 
to T. R. Graham, Chief, Division of Mineral Technology, Region II, 
Reno, Nevada, on March 1. The results of the analytical work are 
not yet available. Should you wish to review the report of analyses, 
I shall forward a copy to you upon its receipt. 


If we have further comment upon review of the Bureau 
analyses, we shall make such comment to you in memorandum form. 


• Crawford 


Attachment
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(Revi& 1952)	 U*D STATES DEPARTMENT OF THT J Jt Io 	 oved. 


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMIN1STRAfid1 	
No. 42—R1O32. 


- I 


APPLICATION FOR AID IN AN 
EXPLORATION PROJECT, PURSUANT TO. 
DMEA ORDER 1, UNDER THE DEFENSE


PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950, AS AMENDED


Not to be filled in by applicant 


Docket No. 
Metal or Mineral . - 
Date Received 
Estimated	 ________________ 
Participation (Government %) --------------------


INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Name of applicant.—(a) State here your full legal name, in the form in which you will wish to contract, and your 


mailing address:


aytu-ab 


• (b) If other than an individual, add to your name above whether a corporation, partnership, etc., and the name of the State 
in which incorporated or otherwise organized. 	 • 


(c) If a corporation, add to above statement, titles, names and addresses of officers. 
(d) If a partnership, add to the above statement the names and addresses of all partners. 


2. Ge,neral.—Read DMEA Order 1, "Government Aid in Defense Exploration Projects," before completing this application. 
Submit this application and all accompanying papers in quad ruplicate (four copies), with your name and address on each 
sheet of the application and on all accompanying papers. Where sufficient space is not provided on the form for all required 
information, state it on an accompanying paper, with a reference in each case to the instruction to which it refers by number. 
Comply with all applicable instructions; or, if not applicable, so state. File the application with Defense Minerals Exploration 
A dministration, Department of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C., or with the nearest field executive officer thereof. 


3. Applicant's property rights.—(a) State the legal description of the land upon which you wish to explore, including all 
land which you possess or control that may be benefited by the exploration, and excluding any land or interest in land which is 
not to be included in the exploration project contract 


•------- 1ioTh,U	 .rUoj 4 ----
UavnDeeiap.tiir---kth----enc1osed  


(b) State any mine name by which. the property is known. Simply U No. one to seven, inclusive 
(c) State your interest in the land, whether owner, lessee, purchaser under contract, or otherwise	 Qi	 OWnr, 


(d) If you are not the owner, submit with this application a copy of the lease, contract, or other document under which 
you control the property. 


•	 (e) If you own the land, describe any liens or encumbrances on it _JLone 


(f) If the land consists of unpatented claims, add to the description above, the book and page numbers for each recorded 
locationnotice. Full descrip'bon on separate. sheet. 


4. Physical desc	 mining or exploration operations which have been or now are being 
conducted upon the' à d,	 uing existihg mine workings and production facilities. State your interest, if any, in such
operations. Also describe accessibility of mine workings for examination purposes. 


(b) State past and current production, and ore . reserves, if any, giving quantities and grades. N one s	 I-TJS GS 
(c) Describe the geologic features of the property, including mineralization, type of deposit (vein, bedded, tc.), and your 


reasons for wishing to explore. Illustrate with maps or sketches. Send with your application (but not necessarily as a part 
of it) any geologic or engineering report, assay maps, or other technologic information you may have, iidicatin on each 
whether you require its return to youD e s en. pt i. on adj 01 ning ci aims in uSGS C ire . iTo • 2o0 


(d) State the facts with respect to the accessibility of theproject: Access roads distances tq shipping, supply and residence 
pointsbout 20 Mi,from water transportation,Dime tand1ng)Abt.a'jroa 


(e) State the availability of manpower, materials, supplies, equipment, water, and power. S uf f i c i en t maja- 	 r 
available nearby for exploration purposes,also equipment.Su pplies can 
be obtained at Nome,Moses Point and Koyuk.Sufficient water for mill 5 Mi 
from claims •	 NO transported power available	 .







. I 


5. The exploration project.—(a) Stat e mineral or minerals for which you wish to 	 lore JJraiumiary 
--------s-trategic---m-i.ne-r-a-1	 --


(b) Describe fully the proposed work, including a map or sketch of the property showing a plan (and cross sections if needed) 
of any present mine workings, and the location of the proposed exploration work as related to such features as contacts, 
veins, ore-bearing beds, etc.De S cr ipt I on on separate she e t. 


(c) The work will sttjti ------------


	


• within 90 . days fQilowlng aprova. o	 .pp1cat..,on. 
(d) State the operating experience and background of the appticant with relation to tne abiiity to carry out such explo-


ration project, and also that of the person or persons who will supervise the operations. 
6. Estimate of costs—Furnish a detailed estimate of the costs of the proposed work (you will have to use a separate sheet), 


under the following headings. Add the totals under all headings to give the estimated total cost' of the project: 
(a) Independent contraets.—(Note.—If the applicant does not intend to let any of the w'ork'to contractors, write "none" 


after this item. To the extent that the work is to be contracted, do not repeat the cost of the contract-work in subsequent 
items.) State the cost of any proposed independent contracts for the performance of all or any part of the work, expressed in 
teims of units of work (such as per foot of drilling, per foot of drifting, per hour of bu1ldzer ,,oprations, per cubic yard 
of material moved, etc.).	 .	 -	 . 


(b) Labor, supervision, consultants.—Includè an itemized schedule of numbers, classes and rates of wages, salaries or fees 
for necessary labor, supervision and engineering and geological consultants. 


(c) Operating ?naterials and supplies.—Furnish an itemized 'list, including items of equipmentcosting less than $50 each, 
and power, water' añdfuël. 	 " ' -	 .-	 .	 ,	 . 


(d) Operating equipinent.—Furnish' an itemized -list-of' any'operating equipment to be rented, purchased, or which is owned 
and will be furnished by the Operator, with the estimated- rental, purchase price, or suggested -use-allowance based on present 
value, as the case may. be .	 '	 , '	 ' 


(e) Rehabilitation and repairs.—Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of any necessary initial rehabilitation or repairs 
of existing buildings, installations, fixtures, and movable operating equipment,' now owned by the Operator and which will be 
devoted to the exploration project. 	 . ' 


(f) New buildings, improvements, installations.—Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of any necessary buildings, fixed 
improvements, or installations to be purchased, installed or constructed for the benefit of the exploration project. 


(g) Miscellaneous.—Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of repairs to. and maintenance of operating equipment (not 
including initial rehabilitation or repairs of the Operator's equipment), analytical work, accounting, workmen's compensation 
and employers' liability insurance, and payroll taxes. 	 - 


(h) Contingenc'ies.—Give an estimate of any necessary allowances for. contingenciesiot"included in the 'costs stated above. 
Nô'rx.—No items of general verh'ead, corporate 'rnanagement, interest,, taxes (other than payroll and sales taxes), or any 


'other indirect costs, or work performed or costs incurred before the date of the contract, should be included in the 
'estimate of costs. 


7. (a) Are you prepared .to furnish your share of the cost of the proposed project . in accordanëe with the regulations on 
Government participation (Sec. 7, DMEA Nb. 1)? Yes	 '	 "".'' 


(b). Howdo you propose to. furnish your share of the costs? - ' 	 ., .	 ,':	 . -	 . .. 


-	 -'	 - -'	 .. Money	 Use of equipment oed by you 	 Other - '	 -. 


Explain in detail on acompanying paper


CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned, whether as an individual, corporate officer, partner, or otherwise, both in his own behalf and acting for 


the applicant, certifies that the information set forth in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete, to the best 
of his knowledge and belief. 


Dated --------------------------------'Marclii2tli-----------, 1955	 . 
-	 .	


- ----c	 . ' 
(Applicant)


By-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any depart-
ment or agency of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 	 16-66551-i







C.A.Sm&th,364 Eddy St,$an PranCisco 2,Calif. 


SUP LENTARY ST NO.O1 


Section thx'ee,article (t) List oUclaim reeordedtn Cape Norne recording 
Dist.Nome,AlaskajVol.228,page 342,claim U No.one.Vol.28,page 342,claim 
U 1o.two.Vol,228,page 342,clatm U No.three.Vo31•28,page 343,claim U No 
rour.Vol.228,page 343,clatm U,No.five.Vol228,page 344,14m U To.atx. 
Vol 228,page 343,claim U No.seven. 


Section four (a) About two days woric was performed on two claimsadjoin" 
ing my gx'ound,U No,one to seven,in July 1953. This work was done with 
bulldozer by Munz and Straub,who staked two claims in he gulch where the 
U.S.G.S. have xna,rked sample holes No,2469,24?O,44,4056,4O9 and 4063. 
0peratons were auspended due to a breakdown of dozer. Permaf'rost was en-
countered at about five feet. Some ezploration was reported being done by 
the Alaska Bureau of' Mines in the Pall of' 1954 in the vicinity of these 
sample holes and elsewhere in the neighborhood. The northern sideline of 
U No.one is about 200ft,from the holes sunk by the U.S.G.S.noted in Cire. 
250. 


AóceeaibilitY: The head of Peace River can be reached by traótor from Hay-
cock poetoffice and airstrip,or from Bear Creek airstrip,hence by traotox 
about eight miles. A small airstrip was in operational condition in 1943, 
one mile from my locations. It is at the confluence of the left fork of 
Peace with the main streai. A twoplace plane was operating from this strip 
at that time. I do not know what the condition of this field is at this 
time. 


Section five (d) I have had over thirty years experlence,both in prospec-
ting and operating in the Yukon Thrrttory and Alaska. I will supervise the 
preliminary operations.







..
	


. 


C.A.Smith,34 Eddy. St.San Francisco 2,Calif. 


Section 5 (b) A series. of bulldozer trenohes will be opened,starting on 
the north side line of claim No.TJ-one,at a point 100 ' to ISOft.from th 
holes sunc by the,TJ.S.G.S.,the purpose being to locate the continuation 
of the granite bedrock exposed near that point by W,S,est and to deter-
mine the strik.e and, dip of this bedrock,or ledge. for further sunpling. 


I propose to follow the recori4endation of Mr.Vlest,as set forth on page 
31, U.S.G.S. Circ. No.250.	 . 


I have thdlcated by a small ilöappearing on. 'the sketch of claims enclosed, 
the location of Droposed.preliminary cuts, Should these. cuts establish 
conttnuation of this ledgo,or dyke,towrd the west fork of Buckland I pro-
pose to 'futher extend the cuts to that point as good prospects were found 
there, Owing to a mechanical breakdown this party was unable to reach bed 
rock,thcrefore I ththk t advisable to continue the work at this point. 


_ C 


/tuII


0,f 
J. (! lc 


	


ThiB oketch,as can readily h '	 ret to	 L not drawn to scale. ,	 .
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C,A,Smith 1 364 ic14y St.San Francisco Calif.


Supplementary sheet .three. 


Section six (a) Phase one;bul14ozng ulldøztng will be conducted 
.t approximately 3035.00 per hour for sixty days or more, 


360 hrs.at 35OO PSZ' hi"	 :	 312,600 
(b) One supervisor 2 months at 3600,00	 1,200
(e) Tent,tools,camp equtpment,powdez', 


oapo,drilling tools	 1,500' 
(d) Contingencies	 500 


Total,phase one	 15, 800 


TWO	 IAMOp DaILLING 


6 (a) If bulldozing opens up favorable rock 
artllthg will commence. Iianond drilling; 
approximate cost 315.00 per foot, 
Drilling: SOOft. at 315,00 per foot	 3 7,500 
('b) One upervisor,two Mo. at 600.O0	 1,200 
(c) Contingencies	 ''..	 _______ 


Total,phase two	 ,200 
one	 15,800 


Grand total	 2i3O0ci







IN REPLY REFER TO: OF	 W


UNITED STATES )J	 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY


WASHINGTON2SDC


April 12, 1955 


Re: DMEA-37115 
C. A. Smith 
(U #1-7 Claims) 
Seward Peninsula 


Memorand.um	 $25,000 - Uranium 


To:	 E. W. Ellis, Defbense Minerals Exploration Administration 


From:	 E. L. Newcomb, U. S. Geological Survey 


Subject: Review of application 


The applicant proposes to explore for uranium-bearing veins 
with a project consisting of 360 hours of bulldozing and 500 feet of 
diamond. core drilling. 


The proposed. work is essentially prospecting based. on recom-
mend.ations. of the U.S.G.S. in Geological Survey Circular 250. Other 
than references made to this Circular, there is no information in the 
application which indicates that sufficient prospecting has been done 
to justify DMEA exploration assistance. 


Reconnaissance by the U.S.G.S. failed to find. the source of 
uranium-bearing and. associated sulfide minerals in the placers of the 
Peace River. The actual source of this placer material is unknown. 
The recoxmnend.ations of the Circular 250 are limited to prospecting for 
a possible lode source by further trenching. Until the trenchirig and 
disclosure of the "parent" rock material is found by prospecting, WIEA 
is not justified. in further consideration of this docket. 


I recommend the applicant's proposal be denied. If further 
prospecting by the operator locates the source of the placer material 
then a new application should be submitted. with all the necessary 
pertinent data on the nature of the "lode" deposits. 


, nJ_4-, 
E. L. Neweomb
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY	
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Mr. C .. A.. Smith 
36i Eddy Street 
San Fraueisco 2' 
California


N


April 1, i9 
Subject: D	 37iS 
Re: Exploration. Assistance 


U Nos.: I to '7 


0'•'• 


Dear' tr Smith: 


The receipt of your application dated Ma. l7, l9 


for exploration assistance under the Defense Production Act of 1950, 


as amended, is hereby acknowledged. 


Your application has been assigned Docket Number DEA. 371 


and referred. to the Rare and Miscellaneous Methis Division1 


Kindly identify nil future correspondence relating to your 


application by this docket number.


Sincerely yours, 


Robert E. Adams, Chief 
Operations Control and 
Statistics Di.vision







(Rev si 1952)	 UNITØSTATES DEPARTMENT OF THUØE ,I 9 	 Bidgetra%o. 42-R1035.2. 
DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION AbMINISTA11'. 


-	 @lss 
--


.,J 


•	 APPLICATION FOR AID IN AN 
EXPLORATION PROJECT, PURSUANT TO 
DMEA ORDER 1, UNDER THE DEFENSE 


PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950, AS AMENDED


fihled in by applicant 


Date Received	 L55 
Estimated Cost 2..dOC 
Participation (Covernment %) 


INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Name of applicant.—(a) State here your full legal name, in the form in which you will wish to contract, and your 


mailing address: 


-


(b) If other than an individual, add to your name above whether a corporation, partnership, etc., and the name of the State 
in which incorporated or otherwise organized. 


(c) If a corporation, add to above statement, titles, names and addresses of officers. 
(d) If a partnership, add to the above statement the names and addresses of all partners. 


2. General.—Read DMEA Order 1, "Government Aid in Defense Exploration Projects," before completing this application. 
Submit this application and all accompanying papers in quad ruplicate (fOur copies), with your name and address on each 
sheet of the application and on all accompanying papers. Where sufficient space is not provided on the form for all required 
information, state it on an accompanying paper, with a reference in each case to the instruction to which it refers by number. 
Comply with all applicable instructions; or, if not applicable, so state. File the application with Defense Minerals Exploration 
A dministration, Department of the Interior, Washington 25, D. C., or with the nearest field executive officer thereof. 


3. Applicant's property rights.—(a) State the legal description of the land upon which you wish to explore, including all 
land which you possess or control that may be benefited by the exploration, and excluding any land or interest in 1and which is 
not to be included in the exploration project contract 


--- iver,in--the--çae----Nome—Recording----Distc.Alaska 


Q!L;U	 19T9!U	 !..Pi.JLQ,1Q,U	 ve,U---No.S1X, and Uc.Ltch----enC].QSed 
(b) State any mine name by which. the property is known. Simply U No • One to Seven, inclusive. 
(c) State your interest in the land, whether owner, lessee, purchaser under contract, or otherwise So1eQwrLer,________ 


c4uihy1aatthn_.bzLaèU.----------------. _______________________________________________________________________________________ 
(d) If you are not the owner, submit with this application a copy of the lease, contract, or other document under which 


you control the property. 


(e) If you own the land, describe any liens or encumbrances on it None 


(f) If the land consists of unpatented claims, add to the description above, the book and page numbers for each recorded 
location notice. Pull des cript ion on s.,earate sheet. 


4. Physical descrit a)Ji.s%ie inAil anining or exploration operations which have been or now are being 
conducted upon the lai I?cl!n1 ex in mine workings and production facilities. State your interest, if any, in such 
operations. Also describe accessibility of mine workings for examination purposes. 


(b) State past and current production, and ore reserves, if any, giving quantities and grades.None 
(c) Describe the geologic features of the property, including mineralization, type of deposit (vein, bedded, etc.), and your 


reasons for wishing to explore. Illustrate with maps or sketches. Send with your application (but not necessarily as a part 
of it) any geologic or engineering report, assay maps, or other technologic information you may hve, incjcatig. n each 
whether you require its return to you.De s cr I pt I on adj oin i. ng ci aims 1 ii USGS C i r c • IN 0 • 0 U 


(d) State the facts with respect to the accessibility of the projçct: Acces. roads distaies to.shi,pning sunily and residence 
points.AboUt 20 Mi.from water transportation,lDime Lanct1ng)ADt.7 jvti.roaa 


(e) State the availability of manpower, materials, supplies, equipment, water, and power. S ufj ci eii t rnpw r 
available nearby for exploration purposes,also equlpment.buppi.les c.n e 


obtained at Nome,Moses Point and Koyuk.Sufficient water for mill five Mi. 
from claims. No transported power available.







5. The exploration project.—(a) 	 the mineral or minerals for which you wisW explore Uraniuoran..y 
trtgiminz&. 


(b) Describe fully the proposed work, including a map or sketch of the property showing a plan (and cross sections if needed) 
of any present mine workings, and the location of the proposed exploration work as related to such features as contacts, 
veins, ore-bearing beds, etc. Des cr i p t ion on separate she e t. 


(c) The work will start within 	 days	 -----------
following approval of application. 


(d) State the operating experience and background of the applicant with relation to the ability to carry out such explo-
ration project, and also that of the person o persons who will supervise the operations. 


6. Estimate of costs.—Furnish a detailed estimate of the costs of the proposed work (you will have to use a separate sheet), 
under the following headings. Add the totals under all headings to give the estimated total cost of the project: 


(a) Independent contracts.—(Note.—If the applicant does not intend to let any of the work to contractors, write "none" 
after this item. To the extent that the work is to be contracted, do not repeat the cost of the contract-work in subsequent 
items.) State the cost of any proposed independent contracts for the performance of all or any part of the work, expressed in 
terms of units of work (such as per foot of drilling, per foot of drifting, per hour of bulldozer operations, per cubic yard 
of material moved, etc.). 


(b) Labor, supervision, consultants.—Include an itemized schedule of numbers, classes and rates of wages, salaries or fees 
for necessary labor, supervision and engineering and geological consultants. 


(c) Operating inoterials and supplies.—Furnish an itemized list, including items of equipment cosiing less than $50 each, 
and power, water and fuel. 


(d) Operating equipment.—Furnish an itemized list of any operating equipment to be rented, purchased, or which is owned 
and will be furnished by the Operator, with the estimated rental, purchase price, or suggested use-allowance based on present 
value, as the case may be. 


(e) .Rehabilitation and repairs.—Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of any necessary initial rehabilitation or repairs 
of existing buildings, installations, fixtures, and movable operating equipment, now owned by the Operator and which will be 
devoted to the exploration project. 


(f) New buildings, improvements, installations.—Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of any necessary buildings, fixed 
improvements, or installations to be purchased, installed or constructed for the benefit of the exploration project. 


(g) Miscellaneous.—Furnish a detailed list showing the cost of repairs to and maintenance of operating equipment (not 
including initial rehabilitation or repairs of the Operator's equipment), analytical work, accounting, workmen's compensation 
and employers' liability insurance, and payroll taxes. 


(h) Contingencies.—Give an estimate of any necessary allowances for contingencies not included in the costs stated above. 
NOTE.—NO items of general overhead, corporate management, interest, taxes (other than payroll and sales taxes), or any 


'other indirect costs, or work' performed or costs incurred before the date of the contract, should be included in the 
estimate of costs. 


7. (a) Are you prepared to furnish your share of the cost of the proposed project in accordance with the regulations on 
Government participation (Sec. 7, DMEA No. 1)? Yes 


(b) How do you propose to furnish your share of the costs?' 


Money
	 LII Use of equipment owned by you 	 Other 


Explain in detail on acompanying paper.


CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned, whether as an individual, corporate officer, partner, or otherwise, both in his own behalf and acting for 


the applicant, certifies that the information set forth in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete, to the best 
of his knowledge and belief. 


Dated ----------------------------------------------------, 195


(Applicant)


By-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------


Title 18, U. S.' Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any depart-
ment or agency of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 	 16-65551-1







C.A.Smith,364 Eddy St.San.Prancisco 2,Calif. 


SUPFLENTARY SHEET_NO.01J 


Section three,article (f) List of claims ' recorded in Cape Nonie recording 
Dist.Nome,AlaskaVol.228,page 342,claim U No.one.Vol.228,Dage 342,claim 
U No.two.Vol.228,page 342,claim U No.three.Vol.228,page 343,claim U No. 
four,Vol.228,page 343,claim U.No.ftve.lTol.228,page 344,clairii U No.six. 
Vol 228,page 343,claim U No.seven., 


Section four (a) About.two days work was performed on two claimsadjoin-
ing my ground,U No.one to seven,in July 1953. This worN was done with 
bulldozer by Munz and Straub,who staked two. claims in the gulch where the 
U.S.G.S. have marked sample holes No ..2469,'247O,4054,4056,4O9 and 4063. 
Operatthons were, suspended due to a breakdown of dozer. Permafrost was en-
countered at about five feet. Some exloratión was reported being done by 
the Alaska. Bureau of Mines in the Fall of 1954 in the vicinity of these 
sample holes and elsewhere in the. neighborhood. The northern sideline of 
U No.one is about 200ft,from the holes sunk by the U.S.G.S.noted in Circ. 


z'	 /	 W	 Lc	
Jç ) 


Accessibility: The head of Peace River can be reached by tractor from Hay-
cock postoffice and airstri,or from Bear . ' Creek,airstrip,hence by tractor, 
about eight miles. A small airstrip was in operational condition in 1943, 
one mile from my locations. It is at the confluence of the left fork of 
Peace with the main stream. A twoplace plane was operating from this strip 
at that time. I do. not know what. the condition of this field is at this 
time.	 .	 '	 . 


Section five (d) I have.had over thirty 'years experience',both in prospec-
ting and operating in the Yukon Territory and.Alaska. I will supervise the 
preliminary operations.







• 
C.A.Srnith,364 Eddy St.San'Prancisco2,Caljf. 


S1en1tarheetNo. two. 


Section 5 (b) A series of bulldozer trenches will be opened,startjng 
on the north sideline of claim U No.one,'at a point about 100 to I5Oft. 
from the holes sunk by U.S.G.S. the purpose being to locate the continu-
ation of the granite bedrock exposed at that point by W.S.West,anc to dé-
termine the strike and di,p of this bedrock,,or ledge,and to further sam-
pie saxn. I. propose to follow the recom m endations of Mr.West,as set forth 
on page 31,U.S.G.S.Circ.250. 


•


	


	 I have indicated by a small "c" which appears on the sketch of claims 
enclosed.,to mark the location of proposed preliminary cuts. Should these 
cute establish continuation of this leclge,or dyke ,toward •the head of west 
fork of Buckland I propose to further extend the cuts to that point,as 
good prospects were found here. Owing toa mechanical breakdown this party was unable to reach bedrock,therefore I think it advisable to continue the 


• 	 work at this' point. 	 '	 '


-	
-	 U 


__ L


UZ	 i 


This sketchas can readily seen,is,Iregret to say, 
not drawn to' scale.	 ' .•' •	 .:'	 H •cI







• 


C,A.Sniith, 364 iddy St,San Frncisco 2 Celi. 


Supplerentary sheet Nc,three. 


Section six (:i) Phase one,bulldozing, Bulldozing 
at approximately	 30-35.00	 hour. for


will be conducted per	 sixty days or mores 


360 hrs.at	 35.O0 per hr.	 .	 . (b)	 One I2,600 supervisor 2 months at	 600,O0
. (c)	 Tent,tools,.carrip 1,200 e quipment,powder, 


caps,drilling tools	 . (d) Contingencies 1,500 
: 500 


•	 .	 Total,phase one I5,8OO 
PiASL TJO - DIA1iOI1D_DRILLING	 . .	 . 


(i) If bulldozing opens up favorable rock 
drilling will coiience, Diamond drilling;. 


•	 approximate cost 315.00 per foot. 	 •	 . 
•	 Drilling:	 SOOft,	 atI5.00 per foot	 .	 • 3 7,500 (b	 One	 upervisor,two Mo. at $600.00 	 •	 • • •	 1,200 (c	 Contingencies	 .	 • 500 


•Total,phase	 tio.	 • •	 9,200 •	 .	 H	 H	 one $I5oo 
Grand total 25,000
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